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.Fourplay
by Anjali Dholakia
The students of Edinburgh Uni·
·versity have decided who they
want to run the Students' Association next year.
With the choice of new sabbaticals - Jane Rogerson, President;
Mike Lyttle, Deputy President;
Sally Greig, Secretary; and
Cheow-Lay Wee, Treasurer .students can expect to see more
effective campaigning against cuts
tn education and services, more
big bands, take-away food in the
Unions, sabbatical visits to Pollock Halls and Mylne's Court and
a new-look Midweek.
Student was at the count and
Witnessed Jane Rogerson's decisive 1,423-vote victory over her
.nearest rival, Labour candidate
'Dave Clark, who got 748 votes.

Ms Rogerson, EUSA's exDebates Convener, who has said
that it needs someone bossy to
head the Association, was not car"
ried away by the festivity of the
occasion . She stated that the first
thing she was going to do was to
contact every MP in Parliament
and lobby them on the issue of student finance and education cuts.
Dave Clark, her nearest rival,
whilst obviously disappointed at
the unexpected scale of his defeat
gave a speech in which he stated
that he was proud of the fact that
he had stood as a Labour candi·
date which had probably lost him
a lot of votes. !;le said he would
now be concentrating on the
approaching General Election to
ensure "the nightmare of Thatcherism ends now" . Mr Clark said
that be hoped the Labour Party

would be more successful on June
1 lth than they had been here
tonight.
Mike Lyttle, elected as Deputy
President, was much less composed after his victory of 1,512
over Alison Roylance, 1,247
votes , had been announced. The
first ·thing that Mr Lyttle could
bring himself to say after several
minutes was: "I just don 't know
what to say." He added that the
result had made him feel sick in
the stomach. Mr Lyttle said that
he had become good friends with
his rival , Alison Roylance , during
the campaign but couldn't elaborate as he had to dash off to phone
his mum .
The next result to be
announced concerned the position of Secretary. This was an
extremely close fight between

Sally Greig, the eventual winner
with 1,395 votes, and Dave Tripp
1,033 votes. Right up to th~
announcement , both candidates
were convinced that the other had
won. Ms Greig, who had siressed
the importance of continuing the
fight against education cuts during
her campaign , did not comment
on this or on her victory to Student
but rushed off to phone her mum
and celebrate with a bottle of Russian vodka .
Dave Tripp, who Midweek cal·
led "the most popular runner-up
for years , was clearly disappointed by his defeat. He added
so~e humour to the occasion by
askmg for the cabaret slot in
Freshers' Week. Mr Tripp left the
• For end of story and election
results, see page 4.
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• Student vote threatens sitting Edinburgh MPs in General Election

Tories on knife edge
by Miranda Chitty
and Kevin Gibbons
The student vote will be of crucial importance in Edinburgh's
marginal constituencies this General Election.
Edinburgh enters the 1987
General Election with four of Britain's 77 marginal seats: seats captured in the 1983 General Election by less than a IO per cent
majority. These four seats are currently held in the tenuous grip of
Tory MPs , their constituencies
l>eing Edinburgh West, Edinburgh Central, Edinburgh South
and Edinburgh Pentlands.
Of these four seats, two stand
out as being particularly vulnerable to the student electorate.
Edinburgh West and Edinburgh
Central were won by a small Tory
majority in 1983 and have a student population which exceeds
that majority.
Lord James Douglas Hamilton
MP
for
Edinburgh . West
scraped into Parliament by 498
votes from the Liberal Alliance in
the last General Election. The
Alliance are still felt to be his
strongest opponents, not having
been overtaken, since the last
election, by Labour, in local government elections.
Edinburgh Central MP, Sir
Alex Aetcher, won his seat by
2,566 votes from Labour in 1983.
His is one of the most marginal
seats in Scotland, in view of the
4,736 students living in his constituency. Labour, this year represented by Alistair Darling, continue to be the strongest contenders for Aetcher's seat, now holding seven out of the ten District
Council seats for Edinburgh Central.
Both these MPs have much to
fear from the student vote and
have been singled out by NUS·.
Scotland as prime target constituencies given that the potential

Lord James Douglas Hamilton,
MP (Edinburgh West), barely survived the last election, winning by
only 498 votes.

Sir Alex Fletcher, MP (Edinburgh
Central): one of the most marginal
seats in Scotland. Won Edinburgh
Central by 2,566 votes in 1983.

James Ancram, MP (Edinburgh
South), in a hotly contended constituency; won the last election by
3,655 votes.

Malcolm Rifkind, Scottish Secretary of State aQd MP for Edinburgh
Pentland.s Sitting relatively pretty
with a 4,309 vote majority.

student vote exceeds the maJonty
of the sitting MP.
Two other Tory marginal seats
are also threatened by student
voters, though to a lesser extent,
since their majorities are larger

and there are fewer students living
in the constituencies.
Edinburgh South, held by
James Ancram, MP , was won by
3,655 votes from the SOP/Liberal
Alliance in the last election. This

year Ancram laces Nigel Griffiths
for Labour and David Graham for
the SOP/Liberal Alliance. The
opposition vote is at its most
unpredictable in this marginal
constituency. Though Ancram
won from the SOP/Liberal
Alliance in the last election , the
latter are now strongly challenged
by Labour. In a pre-Greenwich
bye-election poll , Labour claimed
to be on top, but in a more recent
poll carried out by the SOP/Liberal Alliance, it was claimed they
were leading the opposition field.
In terms of local government,
Labour has done well, now holding six out of a possible 15 Regional and District Council seats, in
contrast with the SOP/Liberal
Alliance who hold one. This may
be an indicator as to which way
the opposition vote will swing on
11th June.
, Malcolm Rifkind , MP, Scottish
Secretary,
holds the
least
threatened of the four marginal
seats, in Edinburgh Pen ti ands . He
won by 4,309 votes from the SOP/
Alliance , but the Alliance are now
being seriously challenged by
Labour who are pushing ahead of
them in local government elections.
Previous election results, while
providing the statistics which
define marginal seats, are not a
real indicator as to their current
political flavour.
Though in some areas such as
Edinburgh West the SOP/
Alliance remains strong, in
others, and in fact in Scotland as a
whole , support for the Liberals is
waning .
If Labour stay above 30 per
cent in opinion polls, they could
well prove to be the greatest
threat to the Edinburgh Tories.
Though in the days before the
election , local opinion polls will
have great weight in individual
constituencies.

In your name .. Banned paper on
• In a revealing new series, Student exposes some of the
devastating decisions made by theSRC,its Executive and
Committee of Management, making them for the first
iime accountable to their electorate.
by Anjali Dholakia
... the SRC Executive has considered the reports in the press of
the Societe Nouvelle d'Exploitation de la Tour Eiffel to fit an
adveitisement around the earth
using a set of mirrors which will
illuminate the night sky as brightly
as the full moon . The SRC has
said that this "would be an unjus. tifiable disfigurement of the night ·
sky and would furthermore be
· obnoxious, noisome , egregious,
tasteless and poxy and generally
at odds with the pursuit of beauty
and the ideal Ufe of right-thinking
·
men and women ."

Catholic Church and the Church
of Scotland to get their views on
this issue.

. . . The Union Committee of
Management once again discussed the motion concerning the
sale of Tennent's Lagar in Union
shops. The Deputy President supported the motion and argued that
it should be accepted on the basis
that the majority of people who
attended the meeting supported it
even though the meeting was
inquorate. The committee then
rejected the motion on the
grounds that goods are sold un the
Union shops unless objected to at
. . . the SRC Executive has a quorate General meeting.
noticed "the approaching General
Election" and has deduced that . . . The Union Committee of
there will probably be another Management has decided that
Conservative Government. It has despite the fact that it is "imperamandated the President to write tive that Chambers Street House
to all Edinburgh and Lothian MPs be promoted Saturday night since
and prospective candidates to it is their main entertainments
declare their full support for the night" the Deputy President
"Doomsday Option". This con- reported that because of the loss
sists of pe<icefully forced constitu- of their late licence "it would be
tional change and is supported by impossible to put on any live
both the Labour Party and the entertainment on the Saturday,
SNP. The President has also been night of Freshers' Week , much
mandated to write to the Roman less a Big Band".

campus

by Sandra Catto
Copies of University Newsline,
a magazine run by west coast students and graduates, were circulated. in and around E_dinburgh
University. The glossy mag has
been banned by Strathclyde and
Glasgow University unions , for its
extreme right-wing views, and
Pollock wardens have also
decided it should not be distributed in Pollock.
The current issue contains an
advert for a South African comj)any, but the editors say that after
the
General
Election
the
magazine would have-a non-political
content.
Anxious
to
emphasise it was not a fascist publication , advertisements for gay
bars on the back leaf were pointed
, out.
When questioned by Studen~ on
the aims and claims of the paper,
editor David Faulds, and a
member from the advertising
team,
William ·
Graham ,
explained
the
magazine's
(claimed) popularity in the weSt
and their attempt to widen its circulation (currently 20,000) in the
east. The promotion of Newsline
was aided by a free "Student
Extravagnaza" at Buster Brown's
discotheque. The party included
half-price drinks and a fashion
show, designs from which were

IN BRIEF
Fine
warning
Students are reminded
they will be fined 50p per day
for every Main Library book
not returned to the library
before the last library opening day in June. Students
wishing to retain books for
next year must get, them reissued at the service desk during June.

New
Student
editor
Lorna Henderson, a second year student of English
literature,
has
been
appointed the new editor of
Student in succession to
Andrew Sparrow. Prior to
becoming editor, Lorna was
editor of the What's On pages
of the paper.

Postal
votes
Students registered to vote
in their home towns , wishing
to vote by post , must ensure
that a completed absentee
voter's form (see last week's
national papers) reaches the
Electoral
Registration
Officer, Lothian Regional
Council , 30-31 Queen Street,
Edinburgh, by noon on Friday 22nd May.

Thoughtful
voting
.
campaign
EUSA is to launch a
"Think Before You Vote"
campaign in the run-up to the
General Election . This will
involve the printing of 4,500
leaflets and their distribution
in areas with a large student
P.opulation.

Unhealthy
morale
aimed at ..-the student market".
However , the staff of Newsline
appeared uncertain about particular aspects of their magazine. Mr
Faulds was unsure from whom the
magazine received the award
referred to on the front cover. He
denied that the magazine was
funded by the Conservative Party
although it is published by the
University Conservative Association and it was floated on Conservative money before advertising
was found.

Britain's 150 professors of
medicine have declared in a
paper presented to the Lords
Science and Technology
Committee that medical
research morale has been
"devastated" in Britain.
Cuts, they say, have. le~
departments impovensh.e
and while foreign countries
are giving more money w
research , Britain has ~ut ~t~
university-funded posts by
per cent since 1981.

L.----------

Back
from

beyond
by Miranda Chitty
Despite frostbite and exhaus·
tion, Edinburgh students Jim
Lowther and Nick Hulton success.
fully crossed the Greenland
icesheet last month using skis and
a parachute which acted as a land.
sail.
Asked the reasons behind the
expedition,
Jim
Lowther
explained : " In Greenland the ice.
sheet dominates the landscape . It
becomes an obsession that you
have to cross it. "
The two-man team ran into diffic~lties near the beginning of
their JOurney. Black and blistered
patches of frostbite on Hulton's
hands and feet meant that only
Lowther could peform delicate
operations such as the daily dis·
sembling and thawing of the
milometer , vital for navigation in
the fea tureless landscape.
Using a parachute as a land sail
as practised by Norwegian sledge'.
drivers, Hulton and Lowther
hoped to cover the ice faster , but
for the fi rst three weeks the
parachute lay useless through lack
of wind .
" Instead we we re surrounded
by an atmospheric ice haze. Ice
crystals fe ll from the sky to a
depth of three millimetres. Pulling the sledges was like trying to
pull juggernauts through sand."
The two were making little
progress and some days made
none at all. " At that point we
thought we were n't going to make
it," recalls J im Lowther.

Photo: Jim Lowther

Nick Hulton's first sight of land from the Greenland icesheet
Luckily , tbe wind arrived and
Lowther and Hulton completed
the second .half of the journey in
11 days , with the parachute allowing speeds of up to 25 mph ; they
once covered 80 miles in a day.
Even so , a project sponsored by
Barclays Bank for £10,000, to
model the retreat of the Greenland iceshi:et had to be abandoned. "At the end of the day , we
were too exhausted to do anvthing

but eat and sleep," said Lowther.
They are unsure how close they
came to being arrested by lJS
Defense for spying on a US nuclear censor station .
"A white-domed monolith on
200-foot stilts rose out of the ice
fields in front of us . All you could
see in any other direction was ice .
It was like something out of a
James Bond movie."
Though chased for two miles in

an icy buggy by the station's staff,
Lowther and Hulton emerged
unscathed and unexplained.
"They were probably just
American Telecom staff, been
there for months on end bored
stiff."
·
'
Enthusiastic about the journey,
Lowther now plans, after appeasing his irate tutors , to explore the
north-east coast of Greenland in a
rubber boat.

\
'

Attack in Pollock black spot Arts students
still employable

by Gillian Drummond
Two groups of Edinburgh University students we re the victims
of attacks which took place about
two weeks ago in Pollock Halls.
The incidents , described by
Senior Wa rden Francis Barnes as
"indecent jostling", occurred at
spots previously under controversy because of insufficient
lighting.
T he first attack was on a group
of three students and took place
on a path leading from Dalkeith
Road to the main entrance of Ho!land House. The second involved
five students , some of whom were

" possibly the same as in the first
group" according to Dr Barnes.
The second took place near St
Leonard's Hall , outside the home
of Dr Barnes. Police were notified
on both occasions , although the
first attack was not reported until
about 20 minutes after the event.
Notices were distributed warn·
ing students of the danger of such
events taking place, although it is
claimed that these went up in only
one or twQ houses in Pollock.
The attacks follow a survey carried out last November on University accommodation, in which

Adrian Lea highlighted several
areas where it was thought that
there was inadequate lighting .
by Sophie Peterson
These included , in particular, the
area at the back of Salisbury . The myth of the unemployed
Green House , the side of Holland BA or MA has been exploded by a
House, and Blackett Avenue. recent report sponsored by the
The need for new lighting in these Council for National Academic
recommended spots was since Awards .
The report revealed that Arts
then "under consideration", said
and Humanities students are just·
Mr Lea.
Dr Barnes acknowledged the as employable as Science and
fact that the requests for new Technology ones . The researlighting in these Pollock areas had chers contacted 4,000 1982
been made , describing them as CNAA graduates, one, two and
three years after graduation , to
"fully justified" .
trace their careers. They found
that although many more arts,
humanities and social science
graduates were unemployed si~
months after graduation , two
years later almost all had jobs and
the difference between graduates
thousand pounds (five staff's in different subjects was negligiworth), plus £681 maximum ble.
expenses. "We are understaffed.
Although art and social science
There is a waiting list of 14 days to graduates earned less than
see a counsellor. 'Hold on till we technology ones , increasing numcan fit you in' is the first thing they bers of the former said they were
say ... . The University administ- now in their " preferred jobs"
ration is aware of our problems
but their hands are tied."
Could these facts be in any way
related.

Wine over welfare
Back in February Edinburgh
students crammed a lecture or
two. They were told that the University was under as much financial strain as students, so the students weren't going to disrupt
them. In the elections just gone,
calls to cripple the University were
pooh-poohed for the same reason.
1
Well, yes. But. Interesting fact
one: the Catering Department of
the University of Edinburgh (63
South Bridge; 667 1011 ext 4404)
spends one hundred thousand
pounds per year on wine. They
buy it two hundred cases at a time
from Peter Green and Co., 37
Warrender Park Road. This
figure does not include purchases
for the Stair Club.
Interesting fact two: the total
budget of 1he Student Advisory
Counselling Service (SACS) is fifty

while the numbers of business and
management students saying they
were in their "preferred jobs" fell
substantially between one and
three years of graduating .
However, more arts and
humanities students did say they
considered themselves over qualified for the jobs they were doing ,
and they did find jobs harder to
obtain .
Jn 1983 , 32 per cent of arts
graduates , 25 p~r cent of social
science graduates, 15 per cent of
engineering graduates and 9 per
cent of busines and management
graduates were unemployed . But
by 1985 only 8 per cent of arts and
humanities graduates and 4 per
cent of social science graduaters
were unemployed , while the
figures for business and engineering were 0 and 2 per cent respectively . Unfortunately there are no
figures available to illustrate
employment statistics in Edinburgh University .

Gothic Horror

From the start of next term this
column will be bringing to light
such information. We need to hear
about your susp1c10ns, your
gripes, your concerns. Get in
touch, anonymously if you want,
with us at 48 Pleasance or via the
red Student boxes in the Mandela
shop, the Teviot foyer, the DHT
basement and the KB Centre grocers.

by Sandra Catto
Charges of breach of the peace
and assault are being made
following a disturbance last
Wednesday at Potterrow.
The three offenders, not
thought to be University students,
started to cause trouble at the
regular Green Banana Club.
Committee members , anxious to
avoid aggravation of the situation ,

phoned the police who proceeded
to remove the offenders from the
building. Deputy President Clare
McLintock ,
the
sabbatical
responsible for the unions ,
pointed out this sort of occurrence
is common in many pubs and
commended committee members
on their swift action , so
preventing further conflict.
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Iraqi student spy
team derecognised
Dissident Iraqi students in Britain claim that they are being kept
under surveillance and assaulted
by Iraqi Government-paid "spies"
masquerading behind the front of
the National Union of Iraqi Students and Youths (NUISY). Such
students have been publicising
these threats and their fears on
Edinburgh University campus.
The Students' Representative
Council brought a motion to the
inquorate summer General Meeting, held last Monday , to derecognise NUISY and to publicise the
allegations.
This motion was originally
brought about after the SRC was
approached by the Islamic Union
af Iraqi Students. The NUS and
the Iraqi Students' Society were
then contacted for more information.
Iraq is under the fascist dictatorship of the Ba'ath Party,
under which it has been for nearly
19 years, originally instated after a
military coup. Repression has
intensified in recent years, under
the leadership of Seddam Hussain
who took over as President in
1979. All those resisting the
regime , including Shi Muslims,
Communists. dissident Ba'athists

Science
student
bias
by Suzanne Blunn
A new report urges easier university entry in maths and physics,
and calls for financial reward for
institutions which introduce lower
admission standards in these subjects.
The report , published by the
Foundation for Science and
Technology, looks at ways of
increasing the number of students
in higher education and particularly in technology and science
subjects.
The report suggests that the
University Grants Committee
(UGC) should "positively discriminate" in favour of universities, polytechnics and colleges
which ask for lower entry grades. An applicant for higher education , it argues, should be assessed
as a " whole person" and not
merely on the Stl:l!ngth of examination results .

and Kurds -(a separate people
within the Arab world with their
own homeland partly in Iraq
(Kurdistan), language, culture
and originally, religion) face considerable persecution. Anybody
showing ambivalence towards the
ruling Ba'ath Party is executed.
So far, the repression in Iraq has
prevented much of the news of
widespread torture , execution
and indiscriminate arrests taking
place, from getting out of the
country. Most of the information
of the internal happenings comes
from dissidents and evidence
documented by Amnesty International.
Dissident students in this country claim the NUISY is under the
direct control of the Iraqi
Embassy in London. NUISY
members have allegedly attacked
dissident students. Other alleged
threats include the obligation to
accept only Iraqi Government
scholarships (or face a five to 15
years jail sentence) , compu lsory
·membership of NUISY (or commit academic suicide), the possibility of a forced return to Iraq
after the Embassy has refused to
renew the year-long passports,
and intimidation and imprison-

e

Tories clear decks in pre-poll rush

Poll tax Bill
passed
by Suzanne Blunn
added, ··it would be a misrepThe Government has pushed resentation of the Government's
through the Abolition of Domes- position to suggest an increase
tic Rates (Scotland) Bill , other- would be made on those grounds
wise known as the poll tax , alone".
The position of the severely
amn idst fierce parliamentary
.debate and despite a number of physically ha.ndicapped and some
remaining
uncertainties. _pther vulnerable groups is also
Foremost among these is the posi- unclear at present , but the Government has confirmed concestion of students under the Act.
Whilst a clear statement has yet sions requested in the House of
to be made , it is cetain that stu- Lords for the mentally handicapdents will be liable for a percen- ped and nursing home residents.
The new Act had an angry
tage of the new poll tax that is to
replace rates. The most likely reception from Opposition MPs
figure is 20 per cent, the Govern- who had hoped to prevent its pasment's illustrative figure for sage before the election.
The Act has yet to receive any
people on a low income.
A spokesman for the Scottish amendments. It is hoped that
Office was not prepared to com- once made , these will introduce
ment when Studeni asked if there concessions for students paying
would be an increase in grant the Poll Tax.
levels to cover the tax. But, he

Principal to go
in C.a rdiff chaos

by Anjali Dholakia
University College, Cardiff,
which is in serious financial trouble and on the verge of bankruptcy , may be facing abolition
according to the University
Grants Committee (UGC).
On Tuesday, the UGC sent a
letter to Lord Elwyn Jones , the
President of University College,
Cardiff, in which it outlined the
proposals for change.
J,t says: "In the interests of
higher education in Wales a new
and stronger university institution
should be established in Cardiff,
based on academic departments
of UWIST (University of Wales
Institute of Science and Technology) and the UGC." The UGC

ment of students' families back in
Iraq.
NUISY were derecognised by
the National Union of Students in
1979, after a lengthy debate on
human rights violation. NUS UK
policy, however, is not necessarily
binding in Scotland , and recently
the SRC of Strathclyde University
Students' Association held a fullscale commi ttee inquiry into the
activities of NUISY, before derecognising them , so important did
they consider the subject. Three
Iraqi students at Strathclyde say
they live in constant fear, moving
house every two or three months ,
and have been assaulted by
NUISY members. NUISY are
allegedly under orders from the
Iraqi Embassy to prepare lists of
Iraqi students in Britain classifying them as Ba'athists, party
members or dissidents, and to put
them under surveillance.
So far there have been no
reports of assaults and threats at
Edinburgh University. As all
Edinburgh University SRC policy
was abandoned with the EUSA
.elections, the motion will be represented to the new SRC on 27th
May.

believe that the financial problems of the university have
resulted from "serious financial
by
the
mismanagement
authorities of that college" and in
particular the Principal , Dr
Bevan , who the UGC wish to resign or, if necessary, be dismissed .
The proposals also state that
the Principal's successor must also
be acceptable to UWIST as he wilt
also be Principal of that institution . The bursar's office must be
strengthened "to enable sound
budgetary and finance control· to
be established" and new auditors
must be appointed who are
acceptable both to the UGC and
to the Department of Education,
and Science.

Elections
Continued from page 1
stage to some of the loudest
applause and cheers that evening.
The final and perhaps the most
predictable
result
to
be
announced was that of Treasurer.
The scale of Cheow-Lay Wee's
victory , 1,968 votes to Tor Farquhar's 912 votes , surprised even
his loyal supporters. Cheow
thanked his opponent for a "very
clean campaign" and added to
Student that "this has been a very
difficult time for my family and I
think that my winning will help
make it better". Tor Farquhar
then summed up the general consensus of failed candidate opinion
that evening when he added: " If I
hadn 't stood myself I'd have voted
for Cheow."

CAMPUS TO CAMPUS
Tearful episode
LIVERPOOL: Students who
took part in a charity hitchhike to
Paris are still perplexed following
a bizarre incident at Calais ferry
terminal: French police hurled
tear-gas at the sleeping students
before disappearing without explanation.

Poll resignation
shock
ST ANDREWS: Students'
Association Secretary Wendy
Malcolm has resigned after failing
to organise a referendum. The
referendum was called to determine opinion about controversial
Rector Stanley Adams. Adams
has said he would like St Andrews
and Dundee to merge , as reported
m last week 's Campus to Campus.
It was Malcolm's job to ensure
that ballot papers and boxes were
distributed and this was not done.
The SRC President has now taken
over her position .

.Students
protest for
free decision
SOUTH KOREA: Almost
10,000 students were involved in
anti-government demonstrations
around the country last week.
Most of the protests passed off
peacefu lly but clashes with riot
police were reported. At Seoul's
Yonsei University students were

dispersed with tear-gas. The
demonstrations were in protest at
President Chun Doo-Hwan's ban
on parliamentary debate about
the country's constitution. The
protestors want to change the constitution to allow for free election
of a new President when Dun
Doo-Hwan stands down next
year. Under the current constitution the successer will be chosen
by an electoral college.

Foul mouthed
inB29
BIRMINGHAM:
Householders have had enough of the
"mouthfuls of language" which
identify university students in the
"B29 postal area", according to
the university newspaper Redbrick. Residents have complained
of late-night partying, broken bottles and urinating , and the frequent singing of rugby songs, particularly, it seems, at 2 am. The
Vice-Deputy President of the Stu·
dents' Union has promised residents that action will be taken.

Shotgun
suicide attempt
HULL: A 17-ye;ir-old student
armed with a shotgun injured ten
people when he opened fire on
drinkers in a city centre pub. The
student then turned the gun on
himself, inflicting critical injuries.
The police so far have been
unable to provide an explanation
for the attack.

compiled by Suzanne Blunn

EUSA elections
the full story
Association Wide
Societies Convener
Amber Dawson
Publications Convener
Loretta Bresciani •
Finance Committee
Joanna Cherry
Evelyn Simpson
Nick Grande
Rory MacLeod (Senior Member) *

Union Positions
Chambers St Convener:
Michael Ken t
Mance/a Centre Convener
Lynn McKenzie
Teviot Row Convener
Lesley Hay
Committee of Management
Don MacCorquodale
Adrian Lea
Nick Grande
Chambers St Secretary
Vacant
Mandela Centre Secretary
Gra ham Hall*
Teviot Row Secretary
Murray Simpson•
Debates Committee
Colin Ewen Ferguson
Jane Kelly
Charles McGregor
Angela Nuack
Bernice Freel
Chambers St Committee
Eileen Kinsman •
Carol A. Norquay•
Mandela Centre Committee
Mark Jardine•

SRC Positions
Accommodation
pouglas Alexander
Community Affairs
Adrian Lea
External
Don MacCorquodale
Transition
Fiona E. Cook
Welfare
Alison Davie

* Returned unopposed

Arts Convener
Murray Simpson
Dentistry Convener
Euan Mackie
Divinity Convenfr
John D. Hegarty•
Vet Med Convener
Angela Nuack*
Medicine Convener
Richard P. Maplethorpe'
Education Convener
Malcolm Macleod*
Science Convener
Dave Gordon *
Arts Undergrad
Abigail Clark
Fiona Gordon
Lorna Henderson
Mark Wheatley
Siobhan Mulvany
Thomas W. Mcintosh
Law Undergrad
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SEX: THE TRUTH
Good! Now l've got your attention! I suppose in my
new post as editor of Student that I'm expected to
write endlessly boring editorials, bogged down in
student politics: editorials that could easily be cut
out from previous years' issues and stuck down
without anyone batting an eyelid, never mind
actually attempting to read the damn thing! Well,
aside froni the important education issues, I'm sorry
to disappoint you, but I'm not. If I did, they
wouldn't be read.

STUDENT: THE WHOLE TRUTH
The issue which concerns me most is, of course, the
state of Student itself. Its circulation.figures are not
wildly impressive and it now seems to have a "look"
and an "image" which has attracted accusations of
blandness and, dare I say it, boredom. As editor, I
do not intend the take the easy way out and sit on my
backside for a term dreaming of my CV. Student
next term will be getting a new "look" and an
'injection of stronger content, especially now that
other publications aimed at the student market are
looming on the horizon. Change is not something to
be frightened of if it brings with it the excitement,
creativity and buzz that we now need. I am therefore
asking you to come down and support Student, to
make its centenary term the best ever and, above all,
to have fun in doing so. You will be welcome, I
promise you that. We cannot stand still.

NOTHIN.G BUT THE TRUTH

As regards the results of the recent EUSA election,
all I have to say to the new sabbaticals is that I hope
they do a bloody good job in what may turn OU t to be
. one of the toughest years yet concerning the survival
of education. I hope that they will also take note of
the fact that 517 less students could be bothered to
vote for the President this year, compared with last
year. This represents a loss of 517 fans of the annual
EUSA election extravaganza. Interest is therefore
waning. I myself was contemplating whether or not
to stand for a sabbatical post next year but,
unfortunately, am one of the unlucky few who do not
' take a good photograph. . . .

Dear Editor,
I do not wish to a ppear whingeing , but I must protest about the
Student Election Guide that was
produced last week.
To be beaten in an election is
one thing. To be unequivocally
written off by a newspaper is
something else .
T he section of the unofficial
guide devoted to me seems to
have been written in two parts the first after a cursory glance at
my election addres~, and the second by someone given a brief to
destroy me. No mention is made
of wh at I said at hustings, and the
po int of my campaign was totally
igno red .

.

Dear Student,
I was distressed by the implicalions
last week's
artricleit "Tories inofTurmoil"
in which
was
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Sick, sick, sick.
I refer of cou rse to the film page
She's Gotta Ha ve It competition
winners. OK, I can accept the fact
that half the Studem staff are
knocking each o th er off, but do
we have to have the fact rammed
down our throats, if you 'll pardon
the phrase . I've entered 17 times
for St11dent competitions and
never won a thing. Do I have to
sleep with half the staff b~fore. I
win a prize ( if so, I am quite willing to do so actually , but it 's the
principle of the thing , isn't it?) .

unavailable for comment it made
no mention of even any attempt to
contact me despite the seriousness

Marlon Pratt

Cross
Words

these allegations
.
Dear
Editor,
Y o urs sincerely
,
1 am
forced to write to you this
J. E. Clatworthy week after I have just read Student
and was appalled at the standard
of the C rossword on the back

era! incompetence? Not only were
there clues mlssing and and wrong
and a wave and they re gone
· . numbe ring of the clues, but· also
godammit. How many times ain 't spelling mistakes such as signets
you been helped by a midget? (which should be cygnets) and robThey're snotty , they're disgust- bers (which should have been rubing, they're no damn good. bers , I presume).
.
They're small.
T his letter is simply to make 1t
The new President. A Midget! clear that your crossword comThe new Secretary. Midget! The pilershould be removed, re placed
Treasurer isn 't very big. NOT TO or at least reprimanded. Perhaps
MENTION THE NEW GOD- the corrections could be given
DAM
MOTHERFUCKING !)ext week· and the culprit named
STUDENT EDITOR! They 're so that w~ can all jeer at him/her
taking over.
Yo urs faithfully ,
Yours dribbling quite a lot ,
Ellie Titterton
Norm Thomas

,

Asso~1~11on

Sinful

Loretta Bresciani

Subeds are printed in bold.
.
Student's offices are on the first
floor of 48 Pleasance. Come to
the Freshers' Week issue meeting
on Monday 25th May at 12.30 pm.

Yours faithfully ,
Martin "Yossi" Ross

small 1•s Beauti•fiuI .g:;e1~:~~;~ ~~~f~~~:l~~~r ~~~~

Dear
. h The denuse
. of
Th Editor,
d
e en is mg · . . . .
.
the Students'
is 1mm1nent. Another nail '" the coffin
for
decent
peo ple .
THE
MIDGETS
ARE
TAKING
Matthew
Calling
FILM
OVER!!
K amal Murari
Have you e~er wondered who
Scott Styles puts the chewing gum under the
ARTS
Rose Cowan library tables? Midgets! They can
Debbie Lewis reach so easily, you see.
Remember when you were o ut ,
hitching on the Al. Were you ever
FEATURES
Prue Jeffreys picked up by a midget? Scares you
Emma Simpson shitless! No head at the wheel,
just a couple of hands. A honk
SPORT
Carl Marston
Mike Burgermeister
GRAPlflCS

Miranda Chitty
Anjali Dholaki a
Sandra Cattq

Any objectivity you might have
claimed, however, was totally
shattered by your outrageous
reporting of the Pollock hustings .
That is not journalism. That is
crucifixion . True , my speech
didn 't change, but neither did
Dave Clark's or Paul Davies'.
True , I used cliches , but so did
every candidate for every position
in the election. True , l was
populist. Would you rather candidates did not try to appeal to voters? You te ll me that my cam-

" alleged" that I had abused my
position as Societies' Treasurer by
showing the Labour Club's grant
application to the Tory Club . This
state ment was factually incorrect
a nd , more worryingly, also constitutionally so. By this I meari
that under the EUSA constitution
all grant applications are in of the allegation. Since on the day
"open" files. Thus , any student after Student's publication I was
can walk in and ask to see any standing in the EUSA elections
grant application. It was thus con- upon which such an "allegation "
stitutionally impossible for me to was bound to have an influence I
" abuse" my position in the way am tempted to wonder if you had
you implied.
any ulterior motives in printing
Secondly, whilst the article
stated that Mr McWhirter was

• • •

paign nosedived. I would like to
point out to your writer, that even
after such a hatchet-job , nearly six
hundred people considered me
their first choice as president. You
are not in a position to comment
on the success or otherwise of a
campaign until the results are in .
To si ngle o ut one candidate for
destruction is wrong. The Student
Election G uide exists to allow voters to choose for themselves with
· the fairest in fo rmation to hand . It
does not exist to choose for them .
That is bad journalism.

S1•lly Names

'";;;;~;;:;~~~============:=:==.==::==~
STUDENT
r:

I am aware of the pressures to
get the thing written quickly, but
your objectivity was compromised here .

Dear Editor,
I am disgusted that in your
report on the Pollock . Fire last
week you did not see fit to comment on the fact that two students
of the opposite sex were sharing a
bed (and who knows what else) at

the time of the fire. Such casual
acceptance of sin is abhorrent.
Fornication is disgusting in the
sight of God and those guilty of it
shall burn e ternally in the fires of
hell . It seems these two s.i nners
were given an earthly forewarning
of their
fate.
Let frequenters of
.
.
. Tev1ot Discos beware ... God
spea ks to me m dreams.
John Malcolm

Graphic: Eduardo
All is now revealed, the man in
question is none other than our
(now ex-) editor, Andrew Sparrow , so please don't jeer at him
too much!

·crossword
ANSWERS:
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NOTSO GREATPRETENDER

THE PRETENDERS
THE PLAYHOUSE

The departure of Pete Farndon and the
premature death of James Honeyman-Scott
effectively ended The Pretenders as a musical
entity. The line-up which appeared tonight
could be more accurately termed Chrissie
Hynde plus four session hacks with pedigree as
c;liverse as Rocky Sharpe and the Replays and
Talk Talk.
The show opened brightly enough however.
Message of Love was enjoyable with its rollicking
drumbeat and meaty riffs , and Talk of the To.wn was
also memorable. The voluptuous Chrissie dominated
proceedings from the beginning. Every spotty
adolescent's fantasy since Debbie Harry succumbed
to the ravages of middle age, Ms Hynde took
advantage of the crystal-clear acoustics to
demonstrate her amazing vocal range. Whether

Stop yer sobbin, Chrissie.

Phi/Hulme

belting out Back on the Chain Gang or crooning her
way through the sentimental I Go To Sleep, she
enchanted the audience, and the rest of the band
faded into the background.
A rather tedious version of Private Life typified a
sticky patch in the middle of the set , during which a
considerable degree of boredom set in , and while I
don't want to bore you by airing my not
inconsiderable personal grievances against bands
who change the best part of a tenner for tickets and
similarly extortionate prices for merchandise, it must
be said that despite filling the staid, ornate Playhouse
to cpaacity , The Pretenders were unable to generate
half the excitement which I've seen at more modestly
priced shows. It was the Greatest Hits package which
closed the performance which finally brought the
crowd to life with Hymn to Her particularly
outstanding. Powerful and awe-inspiring , it showed
that the new style Pretenders still have a worthwhile
contribution to make .
Jack Mathieson

I~ lookknow ~lookknow ~I
The last Looknow of the
year you 'II be glad to know; in
fact the last ever, as Amy has
decided to call it a day and go
back to the 9 to 5 job as a
leather-clad dominatrix in
Soho. The pay's good but the
laundry bills are outrageous!

or course it's been another
action-packed year on the Student
music pages;_well, almost. Here, in

an exclusive spaee lilleP interest·
Ing retrospective, we look back on
what they've been saying about the
bands, the records and the self·
obsessed wankers that make up
the wonderful wacky world of
popular music.
October: Jane Bowie was trying
to hide her love for Dave Vanian
and be objective about The
Damned ("still a force to be
reckoned with; the old magic still
shines through").
Andrew Tully meanwhile was
telling us (in very large print)
about The Desperadoes in the BBC
studios (''I sat on the same toilet as
Michael York"). The first episode
in an extended series of covering

every single move in the Desps'
rise to national fame and fortune.

Suzanne Doran discovered a
short-lived fixation with Dave
"A fireball of energy, power and Howard, a Canadian who strugclass; if ther~'s a better live band gled with searching questions like
on this planet I'd like to see them.'' ''Do you dig Madonna?" ("I think
"We must work to change soci- she's a cool lady but should lay low
ety by fighting back against the for a while").
likes of The Stranglers."
Telling it how it is; respectively
Ted Linehan on Iron Maiden and
Kirstie Kerr on The Stranglers.
November: Tully goes to see
Shakin' Stevens and discovers
"SEX; a thousand fantasies come
to life".
Alan Muir was being very sexist
about Lone Justice, Oliver Lim
liked The Smiths (surprise!) and
BAD were moaning on to Tom
Lappin about "music to stick your
head in an oven to".
January: Andy White spoke to
James Annesley but said little
about being a poxy, middle-class,
money-grabbing
Bob
Dylan
impersonator, but then he
WOl!ldn't, would he?

Catha/ gives us his all.
Jane Bowie continued the trend
of getting absolutely pissed while
interviewing We Free Kings.
February: The Rave Up was a
disaster, 1000 Violins were "utterly brilliant" and Tom "Darlinda" Lappin described The Proclaimers as "a bunch of never-willbes".
Microdisney played what was
probably the gig of the year at the
Hoochte Coochie and we were all
there. If you weren't, tough ....

Mick the Moaner

April saw us all getting pissed at
the AIDS party, slagging off Goodbye Mr Mackenzie as usual , getting pissed to We Free Kings as
usual, and ignoring the blandishments of the condom salesmen.

The Go-Betweens played the
Hoochie Coochie and converted
Jack Mathieson to the cause
(about time too!).
An era ended with the death of
James Jazz. Sadly missed (by Scottish and Newcastle mainly).
May began with Duran Duran
being wonderful (well, crap actually ... ) and Caroline Ednie trying
to stay sober enough to interview

The Weather Prophets, and managing to get Pete Astor to admit
that post-modernism was "complete bollocks".
Almost up to date now as Angus
Brown admires That Petrol Emotion's "sweet but abrasive fusion of
pop melody and ferocious back-"
ing".
It only remains for me to mention a worthwhile gig on Thursday
4th June at Moray House. All proceeds in aid of Shelter. Bands featured are the Cateran and The
Mole People.
Arid also worth a note in your
diary is the Sonic Youth gig at the
Venue on 6th June. Support from
My" Bloody Valentine.

Overland Journeys,
Expeditions, Treks, Safaris &
Adventure Holidays Worldwide
Three weeks in Nepal
Trekking, River-running
ex-Glasgow
December 1987

PATHFINDERS
041334 9419

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabulOlll
tiot and cold meals from

· 12 noon-9 p.m.
.
Alsoia our Sunday LuncheS frQll1
12.»2p.m.
LOok
out
..
OCl',-Goldln ()ldlll
And that's about it. Amy
Night .,.y TUllCllY 111&1 •
reaches for her coat, looks back

just once at the old cluttered
desktop, writes a moving farewell
to the typesetter and moves off
down the stairs slamming the door
of the Student office never to
return. Where did I put that whip?
Amy

.......,....

..... Night l)iloO

.... ..

OPEN 11amtO1 am

,

Asinine? Stupifying? It seems hip-hop won't lie
down. Back in the seventies MC's were rapping furiously over everyone's records in the ghettoes of New
York. A practice which swiftly progressed to cutting
up the records over a beat-box backing; prime examples of this being Party Time by Kurtis Blow and
Grand Master Flashes Ad ventures on the Wheels of
Steel which cut up Rapture, Good Times and Queen's
Ano'!'er One Bites the Dust with startling results.
Music had acquired a new dimension. Electric hip-hop
followed with Afrika Bambaata's Planet Rock.
Currently calling the shots in the hip-bop world are
Def Jam , the company responsible for Run DMC The
16rg Heieck
Beastie Boys, LL Cool J and the smoother sou~d of
endeavoured to stay cont(;mpor- Oran ' Juice Jones. The men behind Def Jam are midGIL EVANS ORCHESTRA ary, or as near contemporary as a dle class boys, Russel Simmons, brother of Run of Run
DMC, and the long haired , Jewish heavy metal freak
Queen's Hall; Fri 15th May
man of his age can be.
Rick Rubin. New signings on the label include thrash
Life goes on after Def Jam with the likes offull force,
As
a
result
,
the
packed
Queen's
I don't think many people
Hall was treated to a musical mel- metallers Slayer and the radical black nationalists Real Roxanne (of Bang Zoom Let's Go Go fame),
knew what to expect from this age of styles outside the jazz Public Enemy whose quaintly titled debut YO! Bum UTPO and of course Mantronix. Matronik (the techno
rush and the show is available from all good record
one. Gil Evans, 75, rose to repertoire , from swaying funk to stores.
whizz kid) was largely responsible for Joyce Simms
shining prominence in the Ji mi Hendrix. Best of the superior
dancel1oor hits All in All and is currently trying to
revive the nagging careers of Lou Reed and Sigue
'50s as the arranger with second set was a mesmerising
Sigue Sputnik. Why?
Miles Davis on such timeless treatment of Van Morrisson's
It's loud, brash, obnoxious, it's punk rock all over
recordings as Miles Ahead, Moon Dance, featuring Hiram
again. The desire to offend ls paramount. Violence,
Bullock's Robert Cray-style vocSketches ofSpain and Birth of als , an intensifying George
with large doses or sexism, is an essential theme. One
the Cool.
time member of Philadelphias ' Parkside Kiiiers',
Adams tenor solo , and Lew SolSince then , however, Gil's offs dancing Hubbardesque
Gucci and gun fetishist, Schoolboy D ("How the fuck
career has been submerged in trumpet. Gil Evans played a typidid I get so cool man?") is master of this pernicious art.
small group and commercial cally selfless part in all this,
" Went to a party. What did I see? Sucker-ass nigger
tryin' lo sound like me. Put a gun against his head,
work , resurfacing on ly for the restricting himself to side-stage
said sucker-ass nigger I should shoot you dead. " Nice
musically underrated Apso/ute comping and taking applause. His
boy.
Beginners. This was as far as we talent was more manifested in
Salt 'n' Pepa are fighting back for the girls with
knew. In fact, Gil Evans has been writing exciting charts around the
their own inimitable brand or sexism on their Hot,
working and recording again in ability of his outstanding soloists,
Cook, Vicious. LP) - a must for all would-be B-Boys.
the '80s and this tour, laid on to in particular their incredible harThose who know best tell us to keep our ears to the lino
celebrate his 75th birthday, monic ranges - check out the
and listen up for fresh vinyl from Marly Marl's The
largely comprises his regular primeval blasts of John Surman's
band .
Cuts So Fresh, Bizmarkie's Nobody Beats the Biz and
soprano , or George Adams' berKing Sunny D Moet's Hey Love. Also strongly recomSo much for expectations. This serk "free" tenor playing. The
mended IS the Uef Ueats I complilation, and finally I 'm
Gil Evans Orchestra is definitely ensemble work was cohesive, if
Chillin by Kurtis Blow is said to be Cyril Regis' rave
an '80s band , a paired unit of spoilt by bad miking, and the
record: Over and out y'all. Now where the fuck 's the
multi-instrumentalists, bolstered overall sound reminiscent of the
Aspirin, stoopid?
by versatile electronics. The Carl Bley Band, or Loose Tubes
Run DMC were the first exponents or the metal/BBlaise Drummond
French horn is still there , but the without the tiresome parody. Gil boy fusion on their Kings of Rock in 1985 and have
cool seductive sounds of 30 years Evans, the progresive sculptor of since cashed in on it with their international hit Walk
ago have gone. This is not to imply sound, moves on leaving our ears this Way. The Beastie Boys, nerdy wimps with their
disapproval. Quite simply, Gil bereft. What next , Gil?
tongues tucked firmly in their cheeks, continued to
Evans
(fike
Miles?)
has
Gordoh Drummond
win the long haired vote on their Licensed to HI LP
from which the completely brilliant No sleep 'till
Brooklyn is taken. The LP has sold over 2,000,000
This Friday, Platform at the Queen's Hall presents Al Cohn, wh~le on
copies, such to the chagrin of America's New Right
Friday 29th you can hear New Voices - the Dave Newton Qumtet,
· who take considerable offence at the Beasties' stage
the Sophie Bancroft Trio and the John Burgess Quartet. Ne~t month
show which involves a 21 foot hydrallc penis and a
- Friday 5th 's jazz date has still to be confirmed, but o~ Friday 12th
·caged Go Go Dancer. Our own Mrs Whitehouse is also
Kenny Burrell and his Trio will be playing, and a fortnight later, on
less than pleased at the prospect or their imminent
Friday 26th, the Queen's Hall open its doors ,to the Gary Burton
British Tour. "I fought the law and I.cold won. " And
Quintet.
all this from the sons of an architect, a playwright and
Student concessions are generally.available.
a designer.
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l'M THE KING OF ROCK
THERE IS NONE HIGHER
SUCKER MC'S
SHOULD CALL ME SIRE
TO BURN MY KINGDOM
YOU MUST USE FIRE
I WON'T STOP
ROCKIN' TILL I RETIRE

K

OF

St:•ipid?

K

WETHERBY OFFICE TRAINING

Thisweek Student suggests you get out your woo,( don your b~ball boots and, armed
with Alasdair Friend's guide to the best in board-beat, skate, skate skate·· ·
Apparently, back in 1977,
skateboarding was for sickly,
timid children on nasty thin
plastic decks, the days when
the only connection it had
with music was through Leif
Garret, a man too perfect to
possess road-rash, street pizzas or hgamburgers. Ten
years on it's the domain of
wild street outlaws getting
totally stoked, performing
method leans, grinds, layback rollouts, ·Madonnas,
Sean Penns and saying hello
to Mr Wilson. They slide
through the streets searching
for their ultimate concerete
wave shouting "Skate or
Die", "Shut Up and Sl!;ate",
"Stop Snogging Start Skating".
.

One of the big differences this
time around, and this is the point
of this article, is that skating is
inexorably tied to music. A scene

which draws Its material and
inspiration from Hip-Hop, Thrash
speed metal and US Hardcore
punk. A skateboard ma~es an
appearance with The Beastle Boys
in Licensed to DJ and Anthrax are
marketing their own promotional
deck. Unfortunately, the _treat

War Inside My Head. The US iS
short or bands that don't verge on
self-parody. Don't check out Condemned Attitude, Tales or Terror
or Septic Death, rather go for The
Nak~ Lady Wrestlers, a fine
band, Britain's most famous selflabelled skate band are The
tupids.

Tommy Stupid has a fine attitude
to the skate snobbery that pervades ''Skate and have a merry
time 'anit play punk music, it
doesn't matter bow good you are"·
Edlnburgh'sown skate band are
the •amusingly titled ' 'Mike's
"'•~~"H~L.~l/Elbow Is Not What It Used To Be."
_,;
Their first release ''Why Doesn't
John Peel Skate?" is due out next
month, or so I'm reliably
Leap to the
·majority of skate music is com- informed.
pletely worthless nonsense, taking
This is what skaters will be lisitself so seriously it's acutely_ tening to when they rise at S am to
embarrassing. The best exponents see the dawn breaking over the
of this are Suicidal Tendencies, a most secret rider's paradise band hailing from Venice, Califor- Meadowbank Velodrome. Hang
nia, a duff name and even duffer ten.
songs like Possessed to Ska!e and
Alasdair Friend
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FILM HOUSE D 0 M I N I O N· B E D L A M ;,,..::.K__:....._N
__
G----.-_S.
FIANCEE DU PIRATE
Thur 21-Fri 22 2.30
Known here as Dirty Mary, a
good follow up to Working Girls.
French revenge tale
FAREWELL
Thur 21-Sat 23 5.1518.00
Elem Limov, Gorbachev's film
monitor, tells a hard story about
a Siberian village about to be
demolished. Superb filming.

ROUGE BAISER
Thur 21 6.1518.30
Fri 22 2.45
Sort of political Betty Blue. Looks
interesting.

METROPOLIS and M
Fri 22-sat 23 2.125 Sat 6.30
Fritz Lang double. First recently
ruined by recent revival. Second
all-time classic with Peter Lorre.
DESERT BLOOM
Sun 24-Sat 30 2.30 Wed 6.15, 8.30
Jon Voight in 1950-set family
drama.
ENTERTAINING·
MISTER
SLOANE
Mon 25-Tue 26 2.30
The eminently topical Joe
Orton's play filmed in 1970 with
Beryl Reid.
GWEN
Sun 24 6.30, 8.45
French animated feature, set in
Mad Max country.

PARIS QUI DORT
PARIS 1900
Mon 25 6.00, 8.15
Surrealist 1923 SF with live
music, and compilation of contemporary newsreels.

LE PART DE L'AUTRE
Tue 26 6.45, 8.45
More weird French family drama

UNDER THE CHERRY MOON
Wed 27 6.30, 8.30
Prince's directorial debut. Lots of
shots of his navel. I'll be there .

ABC/CAN NON
Lothian Road
2293030
. PERSONAL SERVICES
2.40, 5.40, 8.40
The focus is on one woman and
her position within the hypocrisies
of the British establishment who
are her clients one moment and
her judge and·jury the next.

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
2.00, 5.00, 8.0;0
A singing dentist. A man -eating
plant. A wimp . A dumb blonde.
Glorious stuff.

NO MERCY
2.35, 5.40, 8.35
Richard Gere (Beergutl) and Kim
(9 1h weeks) Basinger in routine
cop thriller.

Due to exams etc., the Bedlam
beds down (ouch!) until the Festi-'
val ; no more lunchtimes. Anyone
interested in helping durin9J
Freshers' Week contact Olivia
McDonald on 332 3045.

2 Leven St.
229 1201
ANNIE
Till May 30; 7.30 pm, Wed & Sat;
2.30 pm
From £4
Just the sort of person we all
1
want to be when we're eight.
Yuk!
West Bow, Grassmarket
STAR TREK IV THE VOYAGE
2262633
TALES OF HOFFMAN
HOME
ABEL BAREBONE AND THE From 2-6June; 7.30 pm, Sat. 3.20
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
HUMBLE COMPANY AGAINST pm
Trekkies flock. Does that leave
THE GREAT MORTALITY
From £3
anybody out. Kirk, Spock, bones,
The Scottish Ballet present a pro-·
Till May 31; 7.30 pm
Scottie and all race to save the
£2-£4.50
duction based on Offenbach's
world. This involves zapping
Peter Jukes' allegorical fantasy opera , full of love, romance and
back to San Francisco in 1984 and
in
tights.
Erotica
explores man's ability to shape . men
saing the whale.
his own destiny for better or unbour;ided!
worse though the influence of . WEST SIDE STORY
.A ROOM WITH A VIEW
lies, religion and stories and June 1-6; 7.45 pm
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
shows how this particular mob, From £3.50
Terribly genteel. Terribly nice.
the 'Humble Company' set.about Classic, brilliant, what more can I
Terribly twee. But overall, terrifighting the 'Great Mortality'.
bly suc~essfu I.
say? Leonard Bernstein's musi·
cal, set in the New York gang·
lands of the 50's knocks you side·
ways. Take a hanky though!
Grindlay St.
PLATOON
225 9697
2 (not Sun) 5.25, 8.10
THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD
First hand experience oNietnam , Till Sat May 23: 7.45 pm
directed by vet Oliver Stone. Stir- £3, £4, £5
Morningside Rd.
ring, searing stuff.
Edinburgh University Savoy PRIDE AND PREJ\JDICE
Opera present Gilbert and Sulli- May 21-23
NAME OF THE ROSE
adaptation
of Jane
van's
operetta set in the tower of Stage
2.25 (not Sun) 5.1 5, 8.00
·Austen's classic novel.
London
in
the
16th
century.
The
Sean Connery and F. Murray
Abraham in superb adaptation of society is acclaimed for its pro- EOUUS
superb novel. My flatmate tells ·fessional standards and the May 27-30; 7.30 pm
me it's the last word in semiotics. show echoes the success of 'The £2.50 (£1.50)
Mikado' last year.
Powerful drama which, contrary
So now you know.
THE GORBALS STORY
to popular belief, not about besHOUSE II
Tues May 26-Sat May 30; 7.45 tiality, but a boy's tortured sexu2.30, 4.30 (both not Sun) 6.30,
pm
ality.
8.25
£4 (£2.50)
More of the same.
From 7: 84 Scottish Theatre, the
depiction of life in Glasgow's
tenement block during the postblitz housing crisis of the 1940's.
BAYAN KO
Though amempting to avoid 34 Hamilton Pl.
FIUYE - THE WIND
sentimental nostalgia, the pas- 226 5425
Pleasance
sion and warmth of the play are a HOLDING THE REINS
Fr 22nd; 6.45, 8.45
Superb
Phillippines
political tribute to the strength of the Fri May 22; 8 pm
movie, made by Luo Brocka, fol- working classes through their £2 .50 (£1.50)
One wonders sometimes if
lowed by one of the few African suffering.
women's theatre is not getting
films to make Western Europe.
rather too stereotyped in its
approach of the female predicaTRANIERS
43 High St.
ment? Here we have another look
THE LIGHTSHIP
AND at how women perce ive themHUDDEN
DUDDEN
GST
DONALD O'LEARY
selves and are prerceived; who is ·
Wed 27th; 6.45, 8.10
Till Sat May 23; Thur-Fri, 4 pm, ·
B-grade movie of the 1980s and 7.30 pm. Sat: 10._30 am, 4.30 pm. holding the reins on their lives ..
Jerzy Skolkimowski's high ten- Children's Theatre brings an Irish . but hasn't it all become a mere
banality?
sion tale of good and evil. Super- Folk Tale.
bly played by Bob Duvall and
Klaus Maria Brandauer.
CROCODILE DUNDEE
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
What can I possibly say that
hasn't been said before? You all
know what it's about. The question is, will it still be playing in
Freshers' Week.
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THE DEVIL IS A WOMAN
QUEEN CHRISTINA
Pleasance
Fr 29th; 6.45, 8.20
Deitrich and Garbo in a double bill.
What more could anyone ask for?
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SHE'S GOTTA HAVE IT
2.15, 4.00, 5.45, 7.30, 9.45
Great low-budget indie flick. Black
New Yorker girls is pursued by
three guys and one girl. The director, it says here, is the new, black
Woody Allen.
COTTON CLUB
CHORUS LINE
Fri 22; 11.15 pm
Richard Gere in little glasses, little
moustache and beret and Gregory
Hines being cool in Coppola's
rambling musical, followed by
Dickie Attenborough's film of
long-running Broadway show.
ALIEN
ALIENS
Sat23; 11.15
Creepies, slimies and things that
explode in the night. Great stuff.

SOLARIS
FIREWALKER
Sun 24; 2 pm
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
· Tarkovsky's long Icing SF opus.
I know not what is this. Chuck
Probably for buffs only.
Norris is in it. Say no more.

XH I

T ·A LBOT RICE NATIONAL
GALLERY LIBRARY '
Old College
Mon-Sat; 12 noon-5,30 pm
DAVID COOK
Expressionist paintings in fireyhot colours. Looks a bit like a
primary one school project but
it's bound to be overflowing with
deep significance and emotional
wrangling
for
the
more
enlightened amongst us.

G LADS T 0 N E'S

L

A

N

D

Lawn market
Mon-Sat; 10 am-4.30 pm , Sun ; 24.30 0pm
Till May24
NATIONAL TRUST FOR SCOTLAND
Exhibitions from two artists; Jim
Nicholson presents watercolours
(aargh! not again!) of the High -•
lands and Hebrides, and Hugh
Johnstone a few carved tip trees.
(Wood sculpture, that is.) Probably rare species of Scots Pine.

George IV Bridge
Mon-Fri; 9 am-9 pm, Sat 9 am 1
pm
ESPERANTO
Yes, well this really is the language everyone is just dashing
out to learn.

s

T

L L

.s

105 High St.
Tue-Sat; 12-6
NEW LIGHT - THE SCOTTISH
OPEN SHOW
From May 16
A selection of the entries for the
'Spring Fling ' competition, entitled 'Free Time', chosen for their
imaginative style.

TORRANCE
GALLERY
29b Dundas St.
Mon-Fri ; 11 am-6 pm, sat. 10.30
am-4pm
SHEANAM .
New gold and silver Jewellery;
interesting for all whose copper
and brass attempts are not quite

Any of yout
Rose.

cheek and you'll be

C>DEC>N
On production of matriculationformance up to 6 pm for £1 .50
are non-smoking.

DC> IVll NI
Stu_dents pay l1 .5(l .for all perto
The only exception is the late
only non-smoking part ofthe bui
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIH O
Matinees cost 75p; early eveni
£1.50. These tickets are only avai
mance starts. No concessions ·
you can book these in advance
cinemas.

FILIVIS O
Members get in free to all pe
can be purchased in advance
week and from the Postgrad
Place, at the weekend. Membe

BED LA M
All tickets for lunchtime produ
your consum ption. Membershi
allows reductions on all ticket;
are held every Monday at 6.
interested in any aspect of Bed

TRAV ER
Exclusive offer this year for
which allows many benefits.
Sunday performance; £2fora
before performance; free entry
theatre clubs in Britai n.

LVC E UIVI

They offer a plastic card costi
two tickets at concessionary r
mance). Check at box office for

ESCA

Edinburgh Student Charities
(225 4061 ). Pop into our office;
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for an m

SNC>

.

n
Students are welcomed 1nu\~
Orchestra concerts at the .~
available from 7 pm each Fn av

CAIVIEOE

Afternoon shows cost £1.2D.
pm) are £2.70.
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FLESH FOR LULU and
THE DOCTOR'S CHILDREN
The Venue, Calton Rd.
7 pm, doors open
TtiE SHAMEN and
THE OFFHOOKS
The Onion Cellar, The Mission
'
Victoria St.
9.30pm
Aberdeen band, the Shamen,
play psychedelic pop.
FINI TRIBE
New Calton Studios, Calton Rd.
Experimental, lively band.
CRY
.
Preservation Hall, Victoria St.
9pm
JEAN CHRISTOFF AND SOPHIE
Negociants, Lothian St.
YEOMEN OF THE GUARD
Lyceum Theatre, Grindlay St.
7.45 pm
EU Savoy Opera Group in G&S
operetta.
THE
TRIUMPH
OF
THE
BOURGEOSIE
Queen's Hall, Clerk St.
Illustrated talk on paintings between 1840 and 1940 with
appropriate music by an ensemble led by Leonard Friedman.
s (Su nday-Fri day) cost
minutes befo re performain evenin g films but
0. Non-smoki ng in both

s. Guest tickets (£1.25)
Union Shop during the
s' Union, 24 Buccleuch
r n sale at all shows.

~lude soup and bread for
Bedl am is £2.00, which
m Co mmittee meetings
jin the t heatre. Anyone
/ways we lco me.

I!

E

!

hip: £4 for four years,
lude a free ticket to any
andbyticket 10 minutes
rse Bar and many other

ich allows you to claim
off cost of any perfor-

in 17119 Guthrie Street
or come down around
nchtime gathering.
[:o all Scottish National
Tickets cost £2 and are

g.
ertormances (7.00, 9.00

F R I 2 2 M· A Y
YEOMAN OF THE GUARD
Lyceum Theatre, Grindlay St.
7.45 pm
See Theatre for info about the
operatte which will launch
"What's On" editor Fran Hughes
to International stardom.
OYILAPAYUN
Usher hall, Lothian Ad.
Nine-piece Chilean group, who
mix traditional music and modern stagecraft. They are part of
the Chilean New Song Movement which oppose and publicise the oppressive regime in
Chile.
THE BLOCK AOTHEAS
Preservation Hall
£1 entrance fee after 9.30 pm
NORTH SEA GAS
Platform One, Rutland St.
Folk musiC.
ALCOHN
Queens's Hall, Clerk St.
Tenor saxophonist, presented by
Platform Jazz. Tickets £3 (concession)
THAT SWING THANG
Negociants, Bristo Square
Swing-songs.cool and trendy The
place to be on Friday night (so I'm
told . . .)
PIANO DUO
Reid Concert Hall, Teviot Row
7.30 pm
Luba and lreneus Zuk, Ukranianborn pianists, play music for two
pianos.

SAT22MAY

Matthew looks on. (see Staff

THE DRIFTERS
Playhouse Theatre
Bpm
Forget your mother, these guys
are hip now! Tickets £6, £5, £4.
Well , maybe not hip, but
immensely cool - synchronised
white suits rule alright.
THE DOG FACED HERMAANS,
THE BOOK IS ON THE TABLE and
DEATH BY MILKFLOAT
New Calton Studios, Calton Rd .
How much t hought has gone into
naming these three bands we
will never know. Certainly
" Death by Milkfloat" has a poignant urban pathos which is only
surpassed by the profound
descriptive elegance of the second band. The Dog Faced Hermans are, if you actually want to
listen to the music, one of the
most exciting Edinburgh bands
- fast, snappy and frantic.

I~:OANDTHEBOSTONS

Free
THE ROOTSIE TOOTSIE BLUES
BAND
•
£1 entrance fee after 9.30 pm .
Preservation Hall.
AFTER EIGHT MINCE
Negociants, Bristo Square.
9pm
Jazz-funk band.
YEOMAN OF THE GUARD
Lyceum Theatre
7.45 pm

I

THUR 21 MAY SAT 2 2 MAY

New Science Hall
CONFERENCE : THE NEED FOR A
NATIONAL THEATRE IN SCOTLAND
11 .15 am-4.45 pm
£4(£9incl.lunch)
For more information or to
reserve seats. Call 225 4818
OVERSEAS STUDENT CENTRE
3a Buccleuch Place
BARBECUE-End ofTerm party.
No Entrance Fee.
7pm
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common room
ST GILES AT SIX
1.10pm
St. Giles Cathedral, High St.
Alcohol
and
Drug-Related
6pm Free
Research - Current Issues. Dr
The California Polytechnic State
. Martin Plant, Department of
University Singers. Pleasant
Psychiatry.
early evening music.
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTEAS
Preservation Hall
£1 after 9 pm
FRIDAY NIGHT, SATURDAY
DRIVING SIDEWAYS
MORNING
Traverse Theatre Bar;Grass- r- Potterrow
Happy Hour .8.30-9.30 pm. Late
ket
11 pm-1.30am
license until 2 am. Live bands Jesse Garon and Desperadoes,
Blues
Meat Whiplash, Clouds, Last serious sesh before the exams (not
that I want to remind you ... . )
ANDY WHITE
Have a good bash .
The Venue, Calton Rd .
LAGS
Doors open 7 pm
Firbu~h Weekend. Depart Friday
Irish singer-songwriter afternoon ; return Sunday.
an angry peoples poet:
POLITICAL MEETING
DRIVING SIDEWAYS
David Graham, All iance candiThe canny Mans
date for Edinburgh South will be
8.30 pm
in KB Union Coffee Lounge. 1.15
Jazz and Rock 'N' Roll
pm
CHAMBERS ST UNION
RANSOM
Open until 1 am
preservation Hall
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm
Heavy rock on regular Monday

·SUN 2 4 MAY

FRl22MAY

MON 25 MAY

rock night.
NICK ROBERTSON BAND
Negociants
INTERNATIONAL LUNCHTIME
CONCERT
Assembly Rooms, George St.
1pm
The Endellion String Quartet in
Haydn's Op 54 No. 1 and Smeten
a's E minor "From My Life."

TUE26MAY
BAT TARTS
Preservation hall
Free
THE PERISTALISIS BROTHERS
Negociants, Lothian St.
Peristalsis is what moves food
from yo.ur mouth to your
stomach, don'cha know.

EU COMMERCE ASSOCIATION
FINAL FLING
8 pm-1 am
Come along to a fun ceilidh in
Chambers St. Ballroom. Tickets
£1,
from
any
committee
member, or on the door on the
night. All welcome- have a fling
with usl

SWING '87
Malt Shovel, Cockburn St.
LEONARD
FRIEDMAN/ALLAN.
SCHILLER
Queen's Hall, Edinburgh
Spm,
Works for violin - Robin Orr
Ernest Bloch, Szymanowski and
Friedman 's own arrangement of
in's music.

SUN24MAY
METH SOC
8.45 am
Breakfast Communion. Nicolson
Square Societies Room

MON 25 MAY
POLITICAL MEETING
7pm
Pollock Halls, Refectory
David Graham, Alliance candi·date for Edinburgh South, will be
at Pollock Halls to address an
Open Meeting and answer any
questions.

W ED 2 7 M A Y
LAGS
A DISCUSSION ABOUT
CHILDREN
Bpm
Cheviot Room, The Pleasance
Last meeting of term
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
1.10pm
PHILIPPI : THE CUTTING EDGE
OF THE GOSPEL
Rev. Dr. Ruth Page, Department
of Systematic Theology
GREEN BANANA CLUB
8.30-9.30 Happy Hour
Bring your own records. last
week was Funk Night-come on,
every night is Funky Night.

WHATS ON STAFF UST
ALM

Yossi
Fran Hughes ·
Fran Hughes
Linda Kerr
Linda Kerr

THEATRE
EXHIBS

MU~IC .

UNIVENTS

coMINd s86N:

Although Student finishes its run for the academic year this week,
there's still plenty going on in Edinburgh before we all pack our bags
and return home. Look out for Four New Plays from the Edinburgh
Playwrights Workshop at the Assembly Rooms between June 3 and
12. The Georgian State Dance Company come to the Usher hall direct
from the USSR on June 23 for one night only. The Scottish Opera play
at the King's throughout June and at Theatre Workshop are the Lung
Ha Theatre Company; a group of physically handicapped adults, in a
magical journey through space.

~~~~

AMSTERDAM~

WED 27 MAY
SWAMP TRASH
The Wee Red Bar, College of Art,
Lauriston Place.
American style - should be
good.
CHARLIE McNAIA'S JAZ.Z BAND
Preservation Hall
Original Jazz
TAKE THREE
Maxies Bistro
Modern Jazz
CELSIUS
Negociants, Lothian St.
9pm

CHAMBEAST ST UNION
Open until 1 am
All the delights of student life plastic glasses, free music and a
place to tank up before the party.

~£33"mm

REGULAR THROUGH EXPRESS SERVICES
TO OVER 190DESTINATIONSINCLUDING
ATHENS
BERLIN
BORDEAUX

£72
£40
£40
£41

GRENOBLE
LOURDES
MADRID
MARSEILLE

£41 MUNICH
£54
£45 ROME
£64
£52 STRASBOURG £34
£58 /VEN!CE
£58
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LOVERS
YEOMEN OF THE GUARD
Royal Lyceum; until 23rd May
I arrived at the theatre ; the
usher from the Edinburgh University Savoy Opera Group
(EUSOG) kindly bought me a
programme. He did this with 50p
out of his very own pocket , working on the theory "be nice to the
reviewer and she will be nicer to
you" . Luckily for Mr Fairfax
(usher of the EUSOG) - 50p
down on last night) a good review
is what they're going to get. But to
say that the performance was very
tight , and some of the acting
excellent, is not to say that you
will necessarily enjoy the show ;
that depends on your approach to
operetta. If ·you can obey the
obscure rules of light musical
comedy you're in for a treat .
The more I watched last night's
Gilbert and Sullivan, the more it
seemed like a weird English
ritual: choruses that consist of
rows of clean scrubbed women
The new EUSA presidential guard
who sing through expressions suitable to 'Playschool' presenters appeal to the P.G. Wodehouse very strong, confident and amuswhilst conveying the only two
side of my nature. However, gen- ing. There was the usual problem
emotions suitable to Gilbert and eral observations on operatta of female singers not being able to
aside , this particular example of sing over the orchestra, the only
Sullivan female choruses "Sweet Joy" and "Terrible Dis- the breed was a refreshing o ne who could , Dame Carruthers
may" . Meanwhile, as always the change. It didn't even have a (Lottie Horsman) , though her
men remain strictly manly and happy ending: all the good guys performance was otherwise excelnoble . As for the main characters · ended up with completely the lent , insisted on singing to the
stereotype is surely too mild a wrong people! The final scene was conductor rather than the auditerm.
the court jester collapsing with ence.
If G&S is your thing then this
Personally I can get into that grief; 'twas moving ; deeply movkind of thing; nothing like a con- ing. ". .
show should not be missed, simply
voluted and frivilous plot to
The major perfo!:mers were on the strength of the · perfor-

POETRY
POETRY LIVE
Assembly Rooms; 11th May
The Assembly Rooms provided
the rather grand yet somehow
very relaxed setting for Edinburgh 's third Poetry Live reading .
Brian McCabe, hosting the evening, introduced his fellow poets in
a friendly , unassuming way.
First to read was popular
Glaswegian poet and dramatist ,

Liz Lochhead. Edinburgh University's writer-in-residence for
two years, Ms Lochhead quickly
established a repartee with the
audience. She began with several
sequenees from her book Dreaming Frankenstein, chronicling
ambiguous attraction/repulsion
--~~

CLASSICAL
SNO
A Personal View
The
Scottish
National
Orchestra's Winter Season has
now drawn to a close. Beginning
with Liszt and ending with
Brahms, it revealed that little has
~en done to expand the imagination of those programming the
concerts. When Stephen Grant
was apppoint~d administrator it

mances of David Traill - the
head jailer (what feet - what
expressive feet!) , and the wonderfully irritating and autistic Jack
Point played by Brian Tow. There
was also some lovely singing from
Sheenagh
Massey,
Richard
Bourjo, and the exce llent actress
Jane McLeod. Apart from the
rather uninspired set this was a
jolly fine show.
FlyFreeman

Mr Smith ended with "What the
feelings for the monster. Humour
was tempered with social com- Righteous Don 't Know", an THE GOOD PERSON
ment in another poem , where unpublished poem about "lifers" OFSZECHWAN
government "Victorian values" in Wormwood Scrubs. Ken I Gelati Theatre Company;
were coupled with Fulton's " Dic- Smith's poetry used snatches of Theatre Workshop ;
kensian standards of health". Ms fascinating "plots" in provocative 15th, 16th May
Lochhead also read an extract and clever ways.
Be rtoli Brecht's modern-day
Edinburgh-born Alison Fell
from her Scots translation of
Moliere's Tartuffe. And later the dealt with themes such ass.ex, celi- parable tells the story of Shen
mood was changed again with a bacy and women's attitudes to Teh , the prostitute whom three
poem entitled "What the Fool men in a forthright manner. In gods judge to be "The Good Persaid on Midsummer's D ay" , this "The Mistresses" she very frankly son of Szechwan". They give her
describes a holiday in Wales with enough money to buy a tobactime to the sensual:
another woman , both of them conist's shop but she cannot com"I lie here inviting,
united by their separation from bine her inherent generosity with
Winking you in."
Ms Lochhead's frequent use of their married lovers. Many of her running a business. And so she is
the strong rhythm of dramatic poems were influenced by her forced to assume another identity,
monologue , often combined with travels in Europe, Africa and the that of Shui Ta , her ruthless male
rhyme and comedy, made for a Middle East. In Beirut she wor- cousin. Shen Teh falls in love with
ried about the young_ girls running a young unemployed pilot, Yang
very entertaining performance.
Ken Smith, writer-in-residence the gamut of gunfire to bring food Sun, who is out to use her. Shui Ta
at Wormwood Scrubs, started his to the camps. And when thinking sets up a tobacco sweatshop and
reading with " Problems of a about the Jews in Dauchau she realises Shen Teh would be better
Northern Boyhood", a brilliant despairs of their "hopeless advised to marry the rich barber,
combination of mathematical pyja!11as". In "Heat of the Shu Fu. It soon becomes apparent
problem and wry wit. Mr Smith Moment" , two whites are sen- that Shen Teh's two persorialities
has published a book of prose tenced to death for the murder of are incompatible and that her
writing, Chinese Whisper, and his a black girl. She comments on plan, to do evil in order to do
good, is leading her into a crisis.
poetry collection, Terror, was their indignation :
John Willett's translation con"The suffering of the arrogant
shortlisted for the Whitbread
veys the simplicity Brecht aimed
is always ugly ."
Prize. The theme of urban nightat in order to expose the poverty
mare runs through many of his
The
well-delivered
Scots
poems. In" Answering Machine": "Mammy Said" calmed her trap. But Brecht himself piled on
too many conflicting layers to ever
"He fears skinheads in the drain
nerves , she said. Alison Fell is at
achieve the "thin structure of
And angels in the elevator."
her best in personal glimpses, as ~n
steel" he hoped for. The I Gelati
Politics and wickedly cynical "Heartbreaker",
where
slie
humour are united in "The Black describes an old lady in a wheel- Theatre Company have made a
Report" where " Snobby Roberts" chair who she feels is summing her good attempt at clarity by using
large stage gestures, reminiscent
is the bossy prefect and Sellafield up :
of Chinese mime theatre; stripis the place where:
"She thinks I don't know
~ping the stage of many external
"They make spare parts for
What's coming to me. "
props; and having only five actors
Several of the bad dreams
Rosie Cowan
playing about 30 parts.
You've been havin ."
might have been expected that we commitment to the music of this
as an indictment of their innate
would see some of the innovative nation , although after yearof neg- conservatism than the fact that a
ideas which he brought to the lect you would be forgiven for
work of this stature had to wait 40
SCO continued at the SNO. It thinking th at no such thing years for its Scottish premiere.
seems clear, however , that the existed.
·Any commitment to contemporary
conservatism which characterises
Some might find this an under.
music, Scottish or otherwise, is
this company remains intact.
standable trend if it cou ld be seen channelled into the triennial
The so-called Scottish National in terms of a genuine rejection of Musica Nova festival , a musical
Orchestra is reaching the stage 'parochialism' and a desire to give ghetto if ever there was one , this
where its title is meaningless; the a wider international perspective year including a grand total of
Scottish element in this orchestra on contemporary music. But this is three concerts by the SNO.
is notable for its absence. Given not the case and any SNO
What we find in the winter seathe proportion of the Scottish apologists who would point to the sons, where the real chance to
Arts Council's budget which. this inclusion of Messiaen's Turan- reach an audience exists, is endcoml?an)'. g~ts , is it ~xpecting too
galila Symphony in this years . less repetition at the well-known
much that it should assume
programme must do so at their areas of the orchestral repertoire ,
national stature and show some own risk. For few things stand more all terribly nice ., all terribly com-

a

Bedlam Theatre; 13th M~
The lovers of the title ~
schoolchildren who spend a su ~o
nny
afte rnoon· on the hill overlook·1
the ir home town , Ballymore ~g
three. weeks tim~ they are 1 ~ ~
marned as Maggie (Ali White) is
pregnant. Joe'. played by David
Campton , studies his maths book
his hai r sticks up in the wro '
places , and he disposes of hng
. h'1s sc hoolbag onceIS
app Ie core m
he has eaten. How will they su.
vive married life?
r
In Brian Friel's stark play we
need not wonder about their fate
as two narrators speed us alarm:
ingly through the catastrophic
future of the young lovers. Much
of the play's tension is effectively
derived from the contrast bet.
ween the all•knowing , dispassion.
ate , black-dressed narrators, and
the self-concerned chatter of till
young couple. Joe talks of hiJ
hopes of a university degree
while Maggie spins her hair·
brained musings.
" If I had the choice of dying ol
lung cancer or a coronary, or muJ.
tiple scelrosis, I'd choose a coronary."

H er present discomforts switch
from birth pains to hunger pains,
depending on her fl eeting changes
of mood , much to Joe's distress,
and to the amusement of the audi·
ence. But the laughter dies again
as the light fad es fro m the couple
and illuminates again the dark
spectres.
This device of Friel's fits so well
that I could not imagine the play
being done any other way . It gives
him a vehicle for his sensitiVI
study of how little we can contrci
· our own futures .
William Gilmour
The stage gestures were some·
times over-elaborate but the per·
formance had a liveliness about it
hard to ignore. Arab Lyons was
vivacious as Shen Teh and Mal·
colm Tulip as Yang Su n rose to a
peak in the "wedding " scene. The
songs, especially "The Eigh~h
E lephant" and " Green Cheese .
were ve ry enjoyable. And the
sheer length of the play was con·
siderably lightened by the
humour.
.
The vagueness of JocallOD
(Brecht did not want a full ~neo·
talising) and the improbab1hty of
the barber giving Shen Teh 1
blank cheque are made more
coherent by Brecht's use of poell~
technique , and the I Gelati's tota
"parablising" of the story. How·
ever I felt in no sense the reahtY
of Shui Ta's evil. Shen Teh
seemed to have only d~essed.up~:
Shiu Ta for a lark This feehng
. .
dbythe
unreahty was e nhance .
of
hopelessly silly behaviour not
Brecht's gods. Though h·ng
1
perhaps as powerful as somet ·s
like "The Mother'', the play !
thought-provoking and. certal~ed1
entertaining. For me , it
vii
out not so much that good an ~utl
are two sides of the same coJO the
that evil and neglect are often
Rost
same thing.

Po:

mercial ~ut ultimately rat~~
' No one d oubtSr tht
"'
pointless.
0
expertise of the orchestra usi'
interpretative skills of itsh ~a~
director. The point is that! e C(lll"
being underused and . areof tilt
tributing to the stagnauon
orchestral repertoire .
d e thC
Nobody likes to begr~ gwr·1
0
middle-aged hordes
Jeasu~
ningside their evening of P mu~'
in the Usher hall , but whe:eli aS
ceases to challenge as ertaiD·
delight its future seems ~nc.,(JCJClil
Cohn1n
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Talbot Rice Art Centre;
until 13th June
Conrad Atkinson has just
finished his stint as University
artist-in-r~sidence, a post to
which he has brought openness,
charm and tremendous energy.
To mark the sad end of Atkinson's
residency, the Talbot Rice Centre
in Old College has mounted an
exhibition of his mosl recent
works under the somewhat cryptic
title of "Everywhere Oblique''. In
fact many of the exhibits on show
are far from oblique, being direct
and to the point-albeit in Atkinson 's own quirky way.
Atkinson has always rejected
the view of art for art's sake
which has been so influential thi~
century. Instead he believes in art
as a weapon, a means of communication, a political tool.
Above all , he is concerned with
political issues, not in the party
sense but rather with those moral"
issues that fa ll within the political
sphere. Previous concerns have
included the scandalous treatment of the thalidomide victims at
the hands of the multinational
corporation
Distillers,
and
another issue covered was the
insoluble misery of the situation in
Northern Ireland. In this present
exhibition his concerns are with
nuclear energy and with the clash
of values that is art and politics.
Among the most striking of the
exhibits on show at the gallery is a
series of doormats with a sequence of slogans "welcoming" us to
nuclear energy. This series was
born out of anger at the British
Nuclear Fuels Ltd. campaign to
try and persuade us all that power
from the atom is a benign and safe
commodity rather than the earthpolluting, cancer-making menace
which it is in reality. This is a subject about which Atkinson feels
especially strongly as his own
uncle died as a consequence of
working in the nuclear power
industry.

HENRI GOETZ
Talbot Rice Art Centre;
until 13th June
Henri Goetz was born in New
York in 1909. In 1930 he moved to
Paris where he fought for the
resistance during the Second
·world War. He was also involved
in the first Surrealist Review held
in occupied France. After the
war, he was also the first to do
public broadcasts on modern art
and had strong connections with
such famo us·names as Breton and
Acabia. For someone shown to
have had such an exciting life, this
exhibition doesn't parallel it in the
least.
Most of the work is recent ,
1977-1985, though there are also
many examples of much earlier
work going back to 1954. There
are pastels, paintings and etch. ings, all reminiscent in some way
of some form of Surrealism: rangin0g from the style of Masson to
that of Merlin Evans. Most of the
works are like coloured patterns,
the colours not serving any notice·
able compositional purpose. The
patterns, formed by large geometric shapes sitting on coloured nbbons are static but wanting to
mov~· like a dancer held in suspend~d animation along with her
once vibrating surrounds; the
result is not a satisfying one.
Almost each work is the same as
the last , changing only in cololH'
scheme and composition. Breaking the tediu'm however are twq
or three gestural,almost spontaneous , paintings, but to look at
these in context with the rest
devalues them completely: it is as
if they were painted by so eone
completely different.

Everywhere Art

With the frequent /references to
other Surrealist painters, it is surprising that these works seem so
turgid, boring and unspontaneous, especially as they cover
almost a lifetime of work. From
further research into what his
work can be like, this exhibition
becomes even less satisfying. The
works that have been chosen for
It. seems the cabaret season is
this exhibition show no progression or changes in th e ideas of a upon us. Not the half-naked dancman to whom so much is appa- ing girls and would-be opera
rently owed.
singer kind but the "one-man
For an exhibition of this kind it show" variety.
is desirable to have a wide and
Downstairs at the "Trav"
representative sample of the always creates an intimate atmosartist's outp ut over the years, and phere, this weekend even more so
preferably this should be put in with only 15 or so people in the
some broader artistic context. audience.
Only thus can we come to some
Suddenly we were plunged into
conclusion about the place and darkness and treated to a fivevalue of his cumulative work, · minute ear-blasting punk recital;
especially when the artist. is mea~t just as I was silently bopping ~n my
to have achieved something ong1- seat the beat changed drastically
nal or of importance. Unfortu- as the resonant tones of Christnately the only comparisons avail- , opher Plummer's "Ed~lwe iss "
able at the Talbot Rice Centre are began to serenade our cosy
those to be drawn from a book on gathering. Cue Oscar McLennan ,
sale there. That this exhibition is pint in one hand , cigarette in the
dissatisfying is more a consequ- other. Not a man of many props it
ence of the handling of this exhib- would seem. After a few moments
ition rather than any failing in the spent making faces at the floor , he
raised his head , gazed pensively at
works of the painter.
Robbie Carswell the audience and launched into:

I
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TEL: 031-225 5428

"Sundays in Glasgow were a dour
affair ... on Sundays we went to
visit Grandpa."
The grandpa became the key
figure of the repartee which followed. Not altogether the most
stimulating subject but, with a
touch of poetic licence , he was
transformed into a Zen buddhist
adorned in saffron flowing robes
and prone to clicking his dentures
like castanets.
What is largely reminiscent of
this sketch is the sharp wit which
lashed out every so often, provoking the audience to laughter only
to be destroyed in a flash at some
morbid mention of some grim
truth.
A master of artistry, McLennan
paints pictures in glorious
technicolour with hi richly visual
vocabulary and then all too suddenly slashes the beauty in one
deft movement , dragging us back •
to reality.
Although the first sketch, enti- ,
tied "When ls A Duck Not A
Duck ?", could be considered a
relatively lighthearted evocation
of youth, the second was nothing .
less than an ugly portrayal of
loneliness.
McLennan , drawing on his
experiences from the days of living in a London bedsit, weaves a
web where nightm are and reality

The remaining works on display
fall mto two categoric . Firstly,
there are a few very large canvases,. These incorporate fine
drawings and pastiches of various
well-known artists' work with
quote~ from Buddy Holly , Hugh
MacDiarmid aad himself. By such
e71ecticism he attempts to combi_ne the in ights of "High Art "
With the power and immediacy of
popular culture. By doing so, he is
tryrng to break down the barriers
between the various aspects of
modern culture and create works
which are accessible to as wide a
number of people as possible. Jn
their own way both Holly and
MacDiarmid are icons of their
ttme and place. By combining the :
two Atkinson gives us a real
insight into the mature of modern S~ottish cu.Iture in the age of
Amencan media domination .
In his other, and most recent
set of works , Atkinson ha~
eschewed the visual image almost
altogether rejecting painterly
forms for the directness of the
printed word . What we are confronted with is a series of slogans
painted above a Scotsman or
Evening News masthead. The
idea is to replicate the immediacy
of newspaper posters but then to
subvert this with his own eclectic
slogar.s such a " Robert Burns call
for tougher sanctions against South
Africa". l will not reveal the content of the others a it is an important part of their effect that they
surprise the viewer. Moreover,
these works are par excellence _
a series in which the cumulative
, effect of the sum is greater than
that derived from each individual
work alone. Atkinson thus seems
have arrived at the very opposite
extreme from that of the abstractionism which has dominated 20th
century Western art. Where
abstractionism abandoned meaning for the purity of colour and
form, Atkinson has given up the
use of such techniques, instead he
has embraced meaning alone. It
will be interesting to see where he
goes next on his moral and creative quest.
Scott C. Styles
are intertwined . The bright red
telephone, which holds the promise of a wealth of friendly voices ,
never rings, the warm and lively
pub aero s the road , which he
can't afford to enter, the whole
smiling. but not at him. This
wasn't as tear-jerking as it sounds;
it was worse . lt hit on an undeni·
able truth and plainly spoke of
things that one would often rather
not hear.
Tastefully tasteles pinpoints
McLennan's style, a style which
borders on shocking. The man has
no pretensions . He ha the power
to superimpose truth on fanta y.
to capture the significant from the
trivial and turn the intensely personal into the universal.
J left the Traverse that night
slightly stunned and with more
than a little respect for McLennan' strength and talent.
Mona Arain

Students arc welcomed to

PARIS
BISTRO
71COWGATE
CONTINENTAL SNACKS AND
FOOD AU EVENING AT
REASONABLE PRICES
RELAX IN OUR COSY
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What the camera saw
PRICK UP YOUR EARS
CAMEO
Dir: Stephen Frears
The playwright Joe Orton's life
was irreverent. Its end was tragic.
Twenty years ago he was
bludgeoned to death by his lover
Kenneth Halliwell. Orton's rise to
fame had confined Haliwell to the
torment of obscurity and the growing recognition of his own failure
to achieve success. Prick Up Your
Ears, based on the biography of
Orton by John Lalv, tells their
story brilliantly. ·
Frears has taken some old subject matter , ·the way in which
love can be destroyed by the
acquisition of fame , and dealt
with it in a highly original manner.
To describe this film as a
homosexual version of A Star is
Born would be wholly misleading .
The relationship between Orton
(Gary Oldman) and Halliwell
(Alfred Moina) is not dealt with in
a patronising or derisory manner.
Instead we are made to see the
relationship from the point of
view of the main characters. As
Orton 's fame increases Halliwell
becoQJes merely a source of irrita'tion
in
his
eventful
life. H e clings pathetically to
Urton as the only thing he has left
in his otherwise pointless existence .
The film uses a Semi-documentary format and the flashback
technique to tell their story.
Sometimes this can create a
cliche-ridden feel to a film. However in this case it provides the

DESERT BLOOM
FILMHOUSE
Dir: Eugene Corr
Waiting for the atomic bomb
test in Las Vegas, Jon Voight, exwar hero, sits on the porch, complete in combat gear and riOe, just
protecting his family "in case the
Russians try anything".
I was half expecting this film to
end up with the community protesting against the impending
atom bomb tests and eventually
triumphing against the state and
bureaucracy. Fortunately, Desert
Bloom is a good dea l more subtle
than that.
The film focuses on the tense
and difficult relationship between
a stepfather (Jon Voight) and the
eldest of his newly acquired
daughters. Voight is an ex-war hero
who drinks far too much and loses
his temper all too frequently .
Neither is that all - he has a tendency to bad dreams , often waking up convinced that he is still n
the middle of the war.
As power is abused in the out-

Joe Orton, Baird House, Ext 53
writer and director with greater through the recollections of
others, notably Of Orton's agent
scope for analysis.
A sense of imminent tragedy Peggy (Vanessa Redgrave) , that
hangs over the whole film. The the relationship is unveiled
The early scenes deal with the
opening shot is that of Orton and
Halliwell 's bodies strewn over immediate period preceding
their seedy bedsit , and a striking Orton's death . Kenneth Halliwell
image of eyes through the keyhole emerges as a pathetic and slightly
growing in horror as they pass comical figure who is frustrated by
across the room, John Lahr (Wal- Joe's success. He resents the fact
lace Shawn) begins to sift through that he is given as credit for helpthe pieaes of Orton 's life. 'It is ing Joe . We are given the impresside world and the atomic scientists prepare to test the bomb that
is to be dropped on Korea , Voight
increasingly abuses his family.
Even after he returns from hospital and promises a new start, he
seems incapable of expressing
love, all the time be plays out his
role as father in terms of "protecting" his family. He says to his
daughter: "I really want to protect
you." "Protect us from whom?"
she asks.
The relationship between a'
stepfather or mother and the child
they have inherited by marriage is
rarely an easy one , and this is
traced beautifully through the
eyes of a shy, adolescent and sensitive young girl as she and her
stepfather struggle to make their
relationship a happy one. This is
treated with much humour and
care and there is something
deeply ironic as Voigt sits on the
porch waiting for the Russians ,
neglecting his unhappy daughter
as she prepares in her bedroom to
run away.

sion that although a charming
witty man , success has blinded
Orton. He is unable to see emotional need in others.
The film benefits throughout
from the sardonic wit and social
observation of Alan Benn~tt 's
script. In the scenes set in Leicester he contrasts the snobbery of
Joe's education teaching with the
mania of the Orton household.
Julie Walters does· a wonderful

impression of Monty Pytho ,
Mrs Niggerbaiter (as Orto~·~
·mother) a slightly dotty woman
for whom he had no love.
., The acting is first rate. -Gary
Oldman as the.impish Orton plays
the part convmcmgly and paces
the characters' transition from an
ignor.ant provindal lad to
acclaimed playwnght brilliantly
Molina as Halliwell overacted i~
the early scenes where his perfor.
mance verged on caricature
However , he benefit_s from being
given some of the film's wittiest
lines. By the end, I was utterly
convinced by his portrayal of a
man slowly realising that he has
lost everything. He had striven all
his life to create a work of genius.
In the end his bnly creation was
Joe Orton.
Bennett's script displays a
capacity for humour worthy of
Orton himself. The scenes with
Orton , Halliwell and the prison
psychiatrist (a brilliant cameo by
Richard Wilson) are particularly
enjoyable. However, the darker
side of the story is not neglected.
As Joe climbs to greater and greater success we are always
reminded of the resentful figure of
the discarded Halliwell at the side
of the stage.
Frears, whose previous fi lms
have included The Hit and the
over-rated My Beautiful Lau11·
derette, has here come up with a
enjoyable
highly
amusing ,
thought-provoking and shocking
film.
Roddy McLean

Mean green mutha

Tom Bradby

SWAN SONC;
The end of another year. An intrepid scribe quietly lays down his quill;
A measure of remorse, even pain. An ill-controlled tear glides down,
down •.• Finally, contact with a ·well-worn and much loved notebook.
within that transient instant of impact , the full realisation of an imminent and spirit draining activity- three and a half gruelling months of
potential hedonistic fulfilment, punctuated perhaps only by sun, sea , or
sand.
The prospect leads to a quickly visualised epitaph: "May what has
passed have been of interest and use . .. "No, no , it is too late. Suddenly
the essence of an academic year flashes by. The ecstasies: Mona Lisa,
Betty Blue, Star Trek IV, The Mission, True Stories, Salvador, Platoon,
She's Gotta have it, Round Midnight . .. The agonies: Legal Eagles, Day
of the Dead, Ruthless People, Big Truble in Little China, 52 Pick Up . .
. Fight back, must fight back, life must go on. What about David
Lynch's Blue Velvet and Woody Allen's Radio Days, still to be
released?
Slowly, very slowly, an external world comes back into focus. He
composes himself with difficulty , and shuffles reluctantly from the
haven ofthe Student office, resigned to an unavoidable summer wilderness. He is heard to wish someone a pleasant holiday .

Steve Martin and frlend

LITTLE SHOP OF
HORRORS
ABC

Dir: Frank Oz
Mushnik's Flower Shop is on
the verge of financial bankruptcy.
What ·it needs, like any commercial enterprise - as any accountant would tell you - is some
aggressive marketing •.
Lo and behold, "aggressive
marketing" arrives in the form of
a "strange and interesting-looking
plant" brought in by wet and servile shop assistant Seymour (Rick
Moranis) . Sales multiply manyfold as customers flock in just to

catch a glimpse of this odd plant
unique to Mushnik's.
The plant is named Audrey II ,
after Seymour's major crush, the
other shop assistant , Audrey ,
played by Ellen Greene, a very
dumb blonde whose occasional
delightful squeals you want to suffocate.
However , much to Seymour's
dismay , Audrey is romantically
and sometimes physically tied . !O.
her sadistic boyfriend , Onn ,
played brilliantly by Steve Martin 0
l :his .is a film of a play of a lilm.
As a film of the play its transfor·
mation onto the screen is precise
and makes use of the better pacing
and visuals available with film .

tchy and
The musical scores are ca ..
01
·
·
comparable
with
t he likes
Rocky Horror Picture Show
. toa
but probably more appeahng ·m·
wider range of audience than SI
ply teenage .
· tures the
It successfully canca
inl
·
es rang ·
many stereotype 1mag
chists.
from idealists to. sa~o-marseein!
And if the film 1sn t wort
you
for all this, then perha:tch s
might go along iust. 10 cameo
· Bill
glimpse of the vanousarun,
appearances by Steve M d Jall1es
Murray , John Candy an
Belushi.
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A Reasonable Man

"I was invite d to apply , it
seemed to me a very nice university and to try to run a university
these days is an interesting and

refreshing challenge. "
Sir D avid Smith was characteristically cauti ous when I asked
hirn why he wante d to be the next
Principal. I spo ke to him in his
office in Oxford , from where he
graduated in 1951 with a first in
Botany and where he is currently
the Sibthorpian Professor of
Rural Economy. In October he

"Universities are in a funny
way custodians of your
national culture and tnis is
something they have to
guard and protect.

lN~rt;;;:~~·;'j):::;:;~=;:::-:"""."'--:-"'::'.:-:"".:-"':"-----_:::_.:.....:::.:::.:~.
ex~ year• Sir David Smith succeeds Sir John Burnett as Principal of Edin bur h Univers1ty. Andrew Sparrow spoke to him abo t ·
't I'"
d h
g
u umvers1 Y 1te an t e task ahead.
such research is only valuable if it
di~~ctly benefits industry.

I thmk we've got two kinds of
value here. There's the material
value to the community. Then
there's the intellectual value.
What non-scientists sometimes
don't realise is that there are some
kinds ()f scientific research which
are of little material value but
which are nonetheless certainly.
worth domg , as are certain kinds
of philosophy,and certain types of
hngu1stic criticism. " His own

reasons that I gave earlier. I think someone in their first year as
. we ought to be trying to maximise Prime Minister, which is a tribute
the talent available in the popula- to the person concerned , and a
tion as a whole .
degree to someone often quite a
"If you take the research side of number of years as Prime Minisuniversity work , we are quite ter, in which case it inevitably
clearly slipping behind. Just take becomes a kind of endorsement of
some simple statistics. If you look government policy. But I'm not
at Fellows of the Royal Society, getting drawn into the pros and
the percentage of Fellows work- cons of giving Mrs Thatcher an
ing abroad has doubled since the honorary degree ."
It is not just universities that
I 960's. Then it was 11 % , now it is
23-25 % . There are , I think , 88 complain about inadequate fundFellows working in America and ing. Students do as well . I asked

leaves th is calm post to run an
institution whi ch is generally
acknowledged
to be going
th rough o ne of the wo rst crisis in
its history. But how does he the
state of higher education in Britain?
"Well, the university system
will inevitably continue in this
country, the re's no doubt about
th at. But education will always be
a political football . A government
gathers taxes and pays out money
and if it pays out a lo t of money for
education it will always want to
get what it believes to be educational policy.
"At the mome nt we have a government wh ich wishes to see
major changes in secondary and
tertiary education . Academic
institutio ns are not good at ch ange
and we're in for a period of
change."
Do these changes amount to
not taking highe r education seriously?
"I think they a mount to a different attitude than has previously
existed . It's diffe re nt in two ways.
Firstly there's a clear wish to see
higher education contribute more
to natio nal wealth. Secondly ,
there's a feeling that if people are
perceived to benefit from education, that benefit should be
ploughed back in some form of
payment. T hat's the di fferent
attitude that l see."

Sir David is a direct benefici ary
of the grant system. His father
died while he was at university
and , overnight, he changed from
soneone whose father payed the
fees to someone for whom the
State payed the fees . If he had
been born ten years previousiy , he
would have had to leave. As a
result he feels warmly towards the
grant system . " I doubt you can get
any system better than the present
one
without
rather
more
resources being allocated to it."

''If you take the research
side of university work, we
are quite clearly slipping
behind."
The issues of university funding
and student loans are common to
all British universities. Edinburgh
also has Its own peculiar problems
I asked Sir D avid if he was worried that it was admitting too
many English students.
"Well , I see Edinburgh as having two roles . It is part of the
British university system, and if it
is attracting students, then that's a
good sign . Then it has a role in
terms of the Scottish educational
system , which I believe is a
superior system to that south of
the border. Edinburgh must keep
a balance . I certainly don 't think it
should become parochial. "
But a university can retain its
national character without being
parochial. People are worried
th at it's not doing either.
" Here's an area where I would
have to listen to those arguments
and examine them on the ground.
Certainly south of the border it
doesn't look like that. It looks like
a distinguished university and distinguished universities , in whatever country , hopefully attract
people as we ll as satisfying their
own regional and national needs ."
Sir David has a refreshing faith
in students. I asked him whether
he was conce rned that the student
body was politically apathetic
nowadays, but he denied that this
was so . "That's not my experience
at all. What I think impresses me
is the highe r percentage of students now who are in terested in

". . . the government is not
"there's a feeling that if
willing to put any extra
people are perceived to Sir David Smith: "Academic institutions are not good at change and we're in for a money into the system."
benefit from education, period of change."
that benefit should be research , he-says , is of " a funda- just one member of the National Sir David what he felt about the social issues and· the outside
world. Certainly it is higher than
ploughed back in some mental biological kind which is of Academy of Science in America issue of student loans .
"I don't have a knee/jerk
when I was a student. "
form of payment."
no particular relevance to any working in this country. By variI told him that this was not my
response to any particular method
1 ous measures, we are slipping
immediate problem ."
Do you approve of it?
behind ."
" Apart from value to the
There was a long pause. "I'm
Throughout our conversation ,
not going to give you a straight economy , which the government Sir David was remarkably . relucanswer. My attitude to education 1 is obsessed about , I think it would tant to criticise the government
is that the more you educate be wrong to start making judge- responsible , directly or indirectly,
people , the more you increase a ments that research in some areas for this situation . He is too intellinational asset . I would like to see is more valuable than research in gent to use dogma and maintains a
an education system that would others. The great thing is to do broad-minded perspective, recogmaximi se the innate talents avail- good research . If you can make nising that higher edm;ation is
able in the population. I'm nerv- real advances , that's the exciting only one of many worthy causes
ous of making these short term thing. "
competing for a finite amount of
links which to some extent force
resources. But I felt that he was
''the
university
system
has
people more than they should into
being unreasonably reasonable ,
at
fault
for
having
been
just looking for short term gains.
to the point of not saying what he
U niversities are in a funny kind of something of an ivory o· thougt. I asked what he had felway custodians of your national tower outlook ...
thought. I asked what_he had felt
culture and this is something they
about givin~ Mrs Thatcher an
Tha't word "obsessed" was
have to guard and protect.
''That;s nothing to do with
"I do, however , think that the about the nearest Sir David had Edinburgh University. That's
university system has been at fault come to criticising a government Oxford University. "
in the past for having something of of whose educational policies he
But it was a debate about the
an ivory tower outlook and not so obviously disapproved. I asked level of university funding in the
him
if
he
accepted
the
consensus
getting sufficiently involved with
country as a whole , wasn't it ,
what goes on in the country. But view that higher education was in which does make it relevant to
been
a
worse
way
now
than
it
had
all universities including EdinEdinburgh.
burgh, have made major strides in for some years.
" Not really . It was a debate that
"
If
you
take
teaching,
I
think
getting links with industry."
took into account the whole of
true
that
at
ti;e
moment
it's
it's
Sir David believes that collabeducation in this country . It also
oration with industry is necessary more difficult to get into univer- contrasted the difference between
sity
than
it
was
a
few
years
ago.
to pay the costs of scientific
. awarding an honourary degree to
research . But he does not think That is not a good thing, for

of financing students. I'm · experience of the student body.
"Well , we obviously look at it
interested in any method that fulfrom different perspectives. I
fils the following criteria . 1. That
work in an applied science.
it alleviates the financial burden
on the student. 2 . As a parent (Sir
Maybe I see a certain percentage
David has a daughter studying of students who want to do
AppiFdPsychology in Cardiff) , agriculture because they wish to
that it alleviates the funanc1al bur- do on and see what they can do
den on the parent. 3. That it about
Third
World
food
problems.
''I felt that he was being
"I would be very disappointed if
unreasonable, to the point a student body was totally apatheof not saying what he tic, because that would say something about morale. I expect stuthought ... "
dents to be lively and questionwidens access to university , to ing. "
If the next Principal does not
both different social classes and
different age groups . 4 . That it pro. make strong, public demands on
tects recruitment into the 'n eeded behalf of higher education , it will
professions, like teaching or nurs- be because he recognises that secing, that might not be very well ondary education , \he Health Service and other causes are equally
paged .
"You could do this with a stu- important. He does believe that
dent loan system , if you made it a universities have a social and culvery cheap loan which you only tural role beyond training wealrepay according to your income thcreators for !CI, he ~oes like
What J sense at the moment is that students and next year we can
the government is not willing to expect hi111 to be a fierce unspoput any extra money into the ken critic of Mrs Thatcher's ongoing assault on universities.
system."

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS' ASSOC/A TION
presents

The 1987 Graduation Ball
at

The Sheraton Hotel, Festival Square, Lothian Road
on

Friday, 17th July 1987
Ticket £15 inclusive of Dinner
Available from Union Shops

7.00 for 7.30 p.m.
Dress formal

This event made possible with the active participation of the Alumni Relations Office,
the General Council Appeal and the Edinburgh Development Fund Campaign.

Graduating Class of 198 7

You are about to join the 50,000-strong Edinburgh Alumni Network spanning the globe
Wherever you are, we will keep you in touch with publications, news, events and morel
Help us to keep you in touch by giving us your current address

THE

·'

ALUMNI RELATIONS
OFFICE

THE
EDINBURGH
DEVELOPMENT FUND CAMPAIGN

THE
GENERAL COUNCIL
APPEAL

- providing an alumni address update service
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now and into the future
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.... .!~?~~.'°~~Us on a Green Baize

describe develOpments on the green bait d a e game. The so-called technical terms used to
screw back, in-off, kiss, bad kick'', the :reoa~~~exactly str~tch one's imagination: "plant; rest,
when employed out of context but t! . • or: term~, some of them sounding rather rude,
significance, conjuring up visidns of sm~~0 10:s 0 fanatics they take on an almost religious
"loud" spectacles), who all seem to di'vi'de tyh .ret~sed, clean-sha.ven. men (some sporting very
· II
e1r 1me between circl
12 ~ 6 ~
frantica Y searching for small cubes of chalk ( h' h h
mg a
oot
oot table,
unknown reason that has perplexed even th
w •c . ave to be blue or green - for some
pockets of their waistcoats, and alternatin .;:~:atest mtell~cts of !his century) in the breastfaces at the camera.
g
en pretendmg to sip water and making funny

1

Such are the dominant features
of this old game called snooker_
seemingly devoid of excitement
violence, sexual stimulation· and
youthful a d_venture _so why can
snooker nghtly claims tA he
"sporting success of the eighiies"?
Three hundred hours of
televised snooker within 14 days
sounds rather ominous to the antisnooker brigade, yet to the typical
granny or grandpa of the 20th
century, it means a fortnight of
neglecting the grandchildren and
ignoring the ne ighbours. Would
the stbne-faced Steve "interesting"
(perhaps just a hint of "Spitting
Image" sarcasm?) Davis manage
a tentative smi le if he won the
coveted cheque for £80,000?
Would Joe Johnston prove to the
worl d .that he could indeed sing
hke Simon Le (or la?) Bon in
between fra mes? Would Willie
Thorne purchase a wig for the
occasion? Would Alex Higgins
head-butt an official? Such were
the questions which were duly
Steve "Oh so very, very interesting" Davis.
answered at Sheffield at the
beginning of the month.
World Championship runs along easily identifiable , and nothing
Th
similar lines to that of a soap different ever happens . But these
ere is no doubting that the
opera, for the characters a re are the ingredients best suited to

A Slip In The Water Jump
events although no medals were
won, we had several finalists
in~luding Clare Adam with 7th in
the shot (9.87) and Heather Tinto
6th and 7th in the Javelin )33.36)
Unfortunately the Gold medal
and Discuss (30.72) .
everyone hoped for proved elu- ·
In the mens competition the 100
sive. John Booth had first place m was a very competitive event,
snatched away three hundredths with 6 athletes breaking 11 secof a second (12.32s) while Janice onds on a cold blustery day. Alan
Ainslie came second in the long Davis was in the thick of it but
jump (5.57) , a tantalizing 2 cm unfortunately missed out on a
away from the Gold. Claire Reid medal with 5th place (10.90 ;, 10.8
continued the womens haul of in heats). In the field Andy Hurmedals, running a fast 100 m liur- rell similarly gained 5th place in
dles (14.51) and securing a good the hammer (39.34).
second place.
The 4-100 m relay just missed
Finally Sue Buryis won the out on a medal being in 3rd at the
Bronze in the womens 100 m last change over. They were over(58.42) maintaining the Edin- - hauled by a sprinter from London
burgh tradition in this event over and got 4th with 43.5 . The team
the last few years. In other field consisted of Andrew Thain, Grant

British Universities Athletics Championship visited
Meadowbank on 2nd and 3rd
May.

the University in at half-time with
a comfortable 3-0 lead. The
defence of Messrs Canavan, Wise
and Deane coped efficiently with
the few breakaway attacks that
!Cf were able to (chemically?)
engineer. "Reverend" Hutchison
tidied up any loose ball at the
centre of defence and lent his considerable presence to the attack.

At half-time they wheeled out
the veteran Aird and the "nicotine
stained" Stekky. They replaced
Steve Wise and Sean Canavan who
took this opportunity to start
celebrating promotion and preWithin minutes of the start on
pare for their night of lust and
Saturday, Stephen "look at me I'm
"nut-roast".
a star" 'Reid had fired in a shot
The second half saw continued
which was saved only because the
University pressure with the ball
'keeper was too slow to move out being worked out to the Hon .
of the way. Despite almost total
Chas. Ogilvie on the right wing,
domination of the play , it was well through skipper Ali Gray and the
into the first half before Kenny ever-enthusiastic "Jumping John"
Mcinally struck home for the first Clarkson. fan "Fall Guy" Deane
goal.
tried his level best to pass to Aird
Two others from Sean "point on the left wing, but alas the ball
me in the right direc_tion" Caf!av_an. .. ~a_rely_ .":'~~~ . i_t~ .
to . those
and Stephen "modesty" Reid sent remote reg10ns .

war _

nours ot the morning in front of
the "goggle-box", watching round
objects being propelled by
wooden cues towards leatherbacked pockets.

The withdrawal ymptoms are
well known : Bill Werbeniuk
consumes an excess of ten pints of
alcoholic liquid for his pre-match
breakfast, not because he 's a little
thirsty , but because he is obeying
doctor's orders; Neil Foulds'
frantic pulse rate requires the
intake of drugs ; ·Alex Higgins is
supposedly a lle rgic to the wearing
of bow-ties, and seem unable to
play a shot until he has struck the
table with his cue in imitation of a
drumroll ; and then, of course ,
there is the obligatory smile (or
smirk) on Ray Reardon's face
after he has failed to pot an easy
red (which happens rather a lot
these days).
For the average man in the
street, however, the glossy
surface of snooker is soon lost as
he descends th e crumbling
staircase
and
inhales
the
intoxicating, moke-ridden air of
his local snoo ~ er club on a n
overcast unday morning. The
initial
optimism ("Whatever
Jimmy Wnite can do , I can do
better") is soon engulfed in the
smoke above, as break in cxces
of eight prove elusive. Such is the
appeal of snooker: it defies
definition ; it defies logic; but it's
very, very , very contagious!
Carl Marston
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Score

Dundee 143 all out (A. Goraya 76, T . Thompson 4-17)
Hodges, Alan Davis (fourth JOO m
Edinburgh 144 for 2 (S. Willey 51 , G . Cook 34 no)
of the day!) and Steve Whyte.
Dundee's final total of 143 all ress was nevertheless slow and it
Steve acquired the first medal for
the men in the first event of the out was more than Edinburgh took 20 overs to pass 50. But their
match, gaining third in the High would have wished to chase but inability to take wickets proved
Willey began well, timing the ball Dundee's undoing as Gary Cook
Jump) .
Willie McDonald , not to be out nicely and finding boundary early initially and Toby Thompson
on with his favourite pull shot (in- played their shots freely in the
done , won two bronze medals . He
one which uprooted an knowledge that with 8 wickets in
cluding
ran a storming 400 m to record a
fast 48.8 and proceeded to anchor astonished Irish square leg). Prog- hand defeat was pretty unlikely .
the 4-100 m relay team to bronze
medal (3.22.06). Alan Smith and
Tom Blackie both finalists in the
800 m race , 6th (1.55 .22) and 5th
This year's Rugby Freshers' trip to the Annual Essec Tour(1.53.65) respectively, were in the
team too , the fourth member nament near Paris proved to be a most successful affair. The
being Grant Hodges, our captain . season was capped in superb style on the eve of the tour with a
Unfortunately Grant slipped (?) fine 21-6 victory over Jordanhill to seal the Glasgow and Disinto the steeple chase water jump
trict Under-22 League, and we looked forward to completing
after the race; the captains
a fine double.
perogative I believe?
The Newhaven/Dieppe ferry record by consuming 268 bottles
An Athlete
trip proved to be a most eventful in one session this lead proved to
crossing, with ROB BROWN and be too much to overcome.
MARK STEWART consuming
Back to the rugby field , and a
vast a~ounts of cheap wine , an~ top quality performance saw us
ICI pulled a goal back through
on arnvi~g at the tournament 1t dispo e of. our hosts 26-0 thus
the dubious tactic of chopping a
wa~ a seriously hung over squad qualifying us for a final against ..
path through the defence (viz.
Victor's leg) then slotting the ball which discovered to their horror , IDN . At full strength we were still
that they had to play a match that tested by the French. Tries from
into the consequent clearing.
day. Fortunately the opposition , FRASER OLIVER /AN KYLE
Despite vigorous protests (and
the evidence of the hapless victim ESC_P proved to be fairly and ROB HOOLE (2) avenged
Vicfc:ir rolling about on the me~i.ocre , and after a tense and our earlier defeat to the tune of
excitl~g s_
t ruggle we ran out nar- 28-J 6 .
ground), the ICI unpire allowed row winners by 96 points to 6.
And then , after such trivialities
the goal to stand (surprise! surThis meant qualification from as collecting the cup and receiving
prise!). Obviously incensed at
this, next year's 2nd's captain the group unless ESCP defeated an award for fair play, it was back
Charlie Ogilvie nipped into a ION , the other side in the group to the bar for a celebratory pissnearby telephone box to emerge by the rather unlikely margin of91 up . Little is known of this evenas "Super-Ya" and blast a goal in points , so against IDN we played ing, memories being for some
a team well stocked with reserves. unknown reason a little hazy, but
seconds after the restart.
This lack of cohesion, coupled
I CI managed to pull the score with some rather unlikely refere- the net result of a dented cup
(either due to Rupert Boissier's
back to 4-2 despite the formidable
eing decisions and injuries to basketball tricks or Calum Bansight of K. Erskine in full goalTED LINEHAN and RICHARD nerman's opening of beer bottles)
keeping fury. "Modesty" Reid put DAVIDSON produced an 11-7
and several flags and road signs
the result beyond doubt and the
defeat.
proved to be most satisfying.
2nd XI went up to East Division 2
Not
to
be
discouraged,
we
A fmal word to the owner of the
5-2 winners. Skipper Ali Gray led
the boys off the field and into the repaired to to the bar for the other local Tunisian restaurant . . . if
bar where the victorious students serious business of the trip, beer nyou 've lo t any busine due to
proceeded to demolish gallons of drinkjng. Alas , a collection of ger- the repeated appearance at the
cell-destroying liquid. By the way , man volleyball players had got window of rome rather chic derSteve and Sean, how did the meal stuck in to this well in advance of rieres , DICK BURCHNALL i
our arrival and build up a 350 bot- the man to blame .. .
go?
An Observer
W.M.S. with apologies to J.C. tle lead , and despite setting a new

Historic Hockey Season
Another successful season
for the Men's Hockey Club
reached a spectacular finale
at Peffermill on Saturday
with the 2nd XI w:inning
promotion with a 5-2 victory
over an ICI XI. The 2nd XI
join the 3rds ahd llths in moving up a league. With the 1st
XI finishing third in the
National League Division 2,
this has been one of the most
successful seasons in the
club's history.

make up a reci pe for success. 11 is
a bewitching spectacle. A fair
proportion of television addicts
lack even the most basic rules of
the game , but since when does
understanding something have
anything to do with enjoyment?
"He's the wrong side of the
blue .. . " " He must surely clear
up from here . .. " "How did he
miss that? ... ":it's alf enchanting
oratory, . full of controversy ,
passion and, of course, colour.
But the influence of snooker
has spread far beyond the mere
clatter of ivory balls on a
rectangular table carpeted in
baize green. There has been the
customary avalanche of monetary
scree, lining the pockets of players
and managers alike ; just as
footballers now seem to be more
at home behind a microphone on
'Top of the Pops' (a n off-shoot of
the
let's-shout-at-the-referee
routine) than kicking a ball about
the park , so tuneless, verbal
nonsense a nd equ ally tasteless
videos have run rampant through
the snooker world; it has even
been rumoured that the snooke r
epidemic has reached the Chinese
homeland. What next? Steve
Davis for Prime Minsiter? He's
certain ly blessed
with the
necessary
crede ntials:
he's
lifeless, boring, and very ruthless.
There must therefore be some
hidden force that ieaves the Brits
craving for more and more
snooker, breeding an insatiable
desire t~ stay awake at ridiculous

Parisian Frolics

Out for the count •
Elections? Who needs 'em?
Bloody backs do and that's about
all. And boy were the bastards
having fun last Thursday at The
Count(!).
First up, the so-called election
for President. There was never
any real doubt that Jane "Miss
Piggy" Rogerson would win. The
middle-class, muddle-headed students who voted for her sum up all
the arguments for closing universities down. Bad luck to Dave
"Man of ihe People" Clark who
seemed to be rehearsing Neil Kinnock's speech for June 11th. Sad
but true. "Bubbly" Cathy Presland masturbated in a corner • . .
Deputy President next. A shock
for the pollsters. No joy for Alison
''nice dancing" Roylance
against all odds Mike "Maddog
McGlincbey" Lyttle slimed into
power. The man is so crooked he
makes Rabid Spunkin', our Treasurer, look like Mother Teresa (a
difllcult trick at the best of times) .
"Small but nasty" Lyttle smirked
centre stage, Ms Roylance cried
her little heart out, but again the
star was Claire "right old slag"
McLintock. Our Claire's tongue
was in more orifices on Thursdsay
night than "The Joy of Sex" has

10 Things you never knew
about the the new Editor:

• •

5) Lorna ~as two children by her
first marriage to Cockney com
dian Jim Davidson.
e•

ever discovered. And I left bef"ore anyone care? I think not. Apart
from the fact that I actively dislike
she got glJing.
Tor "lecherous old bastard"
Bouncing home to another pre- Fucker (shome mistake shurley)
dictable victory, Sally "Pacman" · (no - no mistake). Anyway, the
Greig. Her prize: the position (it only Treasurer past or present to
says here) of Secretary. His be interesting on Thursday was
rotundness Dave Tripp could only our very own David "no conwish he had sat on her earlier in traceptives I'm a bloody
the campaign. All very dull. All Catholic you know - by the way
the candidates would do the job do you remember Hamilton beat·
the same if they had been elected. ing Rangers?" Duncan. And word
Better than lain Catto.
has it he was interesting all night

:l\oll\\I

6) Lorna was voted Miss Fife Da ·
Queen in 1985 but was forced'?
retire after a minor scandal involv~
ing a yoghurt packager.
7) Lorna can often be found in the
Grassmarket on Saturday after.
noons collecting money for tins of
Carlsberg Special Brew.
8) Lorna is known by her friends
as Lo but often is known as "thaJ
cow" or simply "bitch".
9) Lorna has yet to appear in popu.
Jar Granada television soap opera

\\ol\\11\H•I•••

1) Lorna Henderson is a distant
relative of Klaus Barbie; the
Butcher of Lyons. She also has
connections with the mental
fishmonger of Calais, and the
psychopathic haberdasher of
Boulogne.

Coronation St.
10) Loma shares the Queen's
dress designer Norman Hartnell.

2) Lorna once had a trial for Raith
Rovers but was rejected on the
grounds that she was quite a good
player.
must admit I'd fucked off
home to avoid catching something
nasty from Ms McLintock and/or
Mr Duncan by the time the Treasurer results were known . Does

and most of the weekend. Whether
she was interested during the pro·
ceedings, who can say?
It was dull, wish you weren't.

3) Lorna regularly sleeps with a
member 'or the Student staff.
4) Lorna is only 3' 7" but her voice
is audible over a distance of several
miles.

STUDENT INFORMATION SER~IGE
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
For Edinburgh University
st11dents only.
Listings with reference numbers can be followed up by
going to the Student Accommodation Service at 30
Buccleuch Place.
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SCRIBBLEPAD

~CROSS

l.
I.

7.
I.
I.

l2.

14.

1.5 .
.6.

_8 .

A silky shell (6)
Tug a bird out of this
word (6)
Dogs and soldiers do it
all the time (4)
Lucky charm (7)
Strong word for own (7)
Used in MPG, MPH
etc. (3)
Stick i in games and
shake it about (6)
If 2 people get on at a
party, they might (3,3)
Large species of deer (3)
Some kind of sanction
(7)

:2.

3.

4.

Break one of the 10
commandments
this
way (8)
Make a coin with a
tingy ~avour (4)
With one of these, a
goods not quite perfect
(6)

S.

DOWN
I/s. John Cleese is late for
the film (9)
When James is not
2.
expensive, he becomes a
shoddy cheat (5,4)
More valuable from a
3.
bank than from a lecture (5)
When a flower droops
4.

Vacancy for male in shared room at I9n
West Nicolson St. Vacant ln/87. £80.40
per month . Ref no 279.
Shared room available at t5n Cowgatehead. Vacant till 29/6187 initially.
£146 per month . Ref no 266.
Single room avaiiable at 21 West Savile Shared room vacant at 10/3 Drumsheugh
Terrace. Vacant l n/87. £72.50 per ·Place. Vacant now_ £61- 10 per month .
Ref. no . 183.
month _ Ref no 28Vacancy for single room at 16 Spottis- 2 single rooms availble at 84/2 the Pleawoode Road, Marchmonl. Vacant 1/6187 sance. Vacant 28/6/87_ £86 per month.
Ref_ no. 268.
(date flexible) . £116 per month . Ref no
Vacancy for single room at 18 Brandon
280.
Terrace. Vacant 15/5/87. £80 per month.
Single room vacant at 18a Dean Park
Ref. no. 264.
Mews, Stockbridge. Vacant around 1/6/
87. £100 per month. Ref no 278.
Stimmer in London. Rooms available
Single room available at JO Learmonth
Crescent. Vacant now. £110'per month . , from 10th July until the 18th Sep!ember.
Mm1"1um stay one month. for regisPostgrad preferred. Ref no 276.
Vacant single room at 43 Lothian Street, tered students only. Contact the Accommodatiop
Office , Queen Mary College,
3F2. Vacant now. £64 per month . 3rd/
Mile End Road , London. Or contact 01
4th year preferred. Ref no 275.
Female wanted for single room at J/15 980 48ll ext 310'!_,
SeJfecatering
Oats
available
in
Bothwell House, Bothwell street (off EasEdinburgh during sum mer. Contact the
ter Road). £140 per month. Ref·no 274.

MISCELLANEOUS
·student Houses: There are vacancies for
students, mainly in shared rooms in
Halls of Residence and Student Houses.
Places in Halls generally full-board, Student Houses are self-catering. If
interested, please contact, SAS,
For Sale: Flute. Very good condition.
It's an Ogawa Gakki (Hemals); silver
headjoint , and it 's only £120. Ben Voiysey 661 0017.
For sale: 80 cc motorbike/moped. Good
condition; mechanicalJ y sound and reliable. 9 months MOT and tax. Cheap to
run and ideal for summer. £120 ono. Tel
Pete on 667 7031.
Flat for sale 2 mins from George Square.
8 St Pat St. 667 9277.
Pre.exam tension? Relief for this and
many othe r problems is possi ble with
hypnosis. Cheap rates, phone 667 1158
and ask for John.
Wanted: Student nat for summer vacation in Edinburgh, for 5 people. Phone
Julie Stevens, 041-552 2806.

Student's clasi>ified section is a free
service to readers. We welcome
accommodation, ''for sale" and
other small adverts. Adverts
should be kept to a maximum of30
words and may be handed into the
Student office (first Ooor, 48 Plea·
sance) or placed in the red Stud~nt
collection boxes in the Tevtol
foyer, Mandela centre Union Shop

(5)

5.
6.

Not difficulty (4)
This bird can lift a lot
(5)

Like Elvis blue shoes (5)
A throwing weapon (5)
Became more senior
and find a special on'er
in the pub (9)
13. Shines back on your
bike (9)
17. Almost two pints (5)

10.
11.
12.

~:'. D~~i~~5~ird?lsitaman?i1 ~-

Slimmer (6)

, Answers? See page s

Single room available at JO Ashley Place,
Bonnington. Vacant now . £120 per
month . Ref no 273.
Single room vacant at 92 Pleasance. Vacant now till 30 June. £80.40 per month .
Refno272.
Females wanted for shared room at 48
East Claremont Street. Vacant now .
£150 per room. Ref no 271.
Two single rooms available at 5 Scotland
Street, New Town. Vacant 3n/87. £74
each per month . Ref no 270.
Two single rooms available at 15 East
Preston Street. Vacant 17/6187 for a
year. £80 per month . Ref no 262.
Three single rooms available at 29/5 Sciennes. Vacant 26/6187, £80 per month .
!st year preferred. Ref no 261.
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• not super- -~- ·- Good land IS
man(5)
Alwaysworthtaking(4)
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